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ABSTRACT 
VERIFICATION OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR LAYERED T-BEAMS 
An experimental program and the verification of a mathematical 
model for layered T-beams, developed assuming small deflection theory 
and including effects of interlayer slip, are described in this report. 
This research is a part of an overall program to develop a verified 
analysis procedure for wood joist floor systems. 
After a description of the construction and load-testing of 14 
two- and three-layered T-beams, a brief discus sion on the mechanical 
properties of the materials used is given. The deflections observed 
in the loading tests are then compared with the predicted deflections 
given by the mathematical model, which used a finite element solution 
technique. These comparisons for the fourteen T-beams, including two-
and three-layered systems, formed the primary basis for the verification 
of the mathematical model. Test results provided by a manufacturer of 
joist systems were also compared to the mathematical model. Good agree-
ment between the observed and theoretical values were obtained for all 
tests. These favorable results show the validity of this general 
layered beam theory. 
Min-Lung Kuo 
Civil Engineering Department 
Colorado State University 
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The high demand of housing is an obvious consequence of increasing 
population and rising consumer expectations. It is estimated that wood 
and wood-based products form about 75 percent of the material used 
in residential housing construction . A small savings in consumption 
of wood products wil l reduce the total construction cost of housing by 
a sizeable amount. 
Current methods of design of wood joist floor systems are based 
on an overly simplified piece-by-p iece approach. The contribution of 
the sheathing flange and connectors to the overall stiffness of the 
total system is generally ignored . Hence, floors built using the 
present design usually have excessive strength. This overdesign 
results in an inefficient and uneconomical use of materials. 
Researchers at Colorado State University organized a team under 
the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation in 1971 to determine 
the consequences of this limitation in the current design procedure. 
The overall objec tive of this study was to develop and verify a 
mathematical model of wood floor systems considering the floor as a 
multilayer structural system incorporating interlayer slip, connector 
properties, sheathing material properties, and discontinuities of the 
individual sheathing layers. The long range goal is to develop a 
complete and rational analysis and a unified design procedure for 
layered beam systems. The objective of the phase of the study reported 
herein was to construct and test T- beam specimens, consisting of two 
joists and one or more sheathing layers atop the joists, and to use 
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the data obtained to verify a developed mathematical model. Resu lts 
from a mathematical model using a finite element solution technique 
are comp ared with the experimentally-observed deflections for T-beam 
specimens having widely varied properties in order to show the 
validity of the mathematical model. 
The interrelationship between the various tasks of the inves tiga-
tion are shown in the following block diagram : 
MATERIALS -- TESTING THEORY 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
VERIFICATION 
1. 2 Scope 
A description of the construction, the loading tests, and results 
from 14 T-beams are included i n this report. The materials and 
member sizes used in the specimens were varied to reasonably represent 
the many pos sible joist species, spacings, and sizes; sheathing 
properties and dimensions; and connector types and spacings. The T-
beams constructed and tested included both two- and three-layered 
systems, i.e., one- and two-layers of sheathing in addition to the 
joist layer. 
A brief literature review is presented in the next section to give 
a more comprehensive understanding of the development of the layered 
beam theory. A complete description of the testing equipment, selecti on 
of materials, general construction and the testing procedure used in 
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this study are given in Chapter 2. The mat erial properties, including 
MOE (modulus of elasticity) values determin ed by the Wood Science 
Laborat ory and during construction, along with the slip moduli of the 
nails and glue, are treated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains a 
comprehensive des cription of the experimental behavior of the T-beams . 
The effects of connectors, joints and gaps in the sheathing and t he 
number of sheathing layers are discussed. 
A brief description of the mathematical model and the so lut i on 
methods used, along with a comparison of experimental resul t s and 
theory ar e i nc l uded in Chapter 5. Experimental results from the 
T-beam tests r eported in earlier chapters and from uniformly- loaded 
T-beam specimens tested by others were used t o demonstrate the validity 
of the general mathematical model for layered T-beams. A summary of 
the rep ort and t he resulting conclusions are given in Chapter 6 . 
Appendi ces include data on material properties, specimen 
configurations, experimental test results, comparison of experimental 
and theoretical load-deflection curves for a ll specimens, and 
information on the computer program used t o produce the theoretica l 
resu l ts . 
1.3 Literature Review 
Layered systems of various materials are used extensively i n 
engineering applications. The most common applications are seen in 
wood floor i ng system, stressed- skin pane ls used in prefabricated 
building units, and other systems such as bui ltup and laminated beams, 
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plates, and shells. Problems often arise when analyzing such systems 
because any assumption of rigid layer interconnection neglects the 
important presence of interlayer slip . If the layers are joined 
together with a stiff adhesive, as in the construction of laminated 
wood and plastics or spot welding in metal assemblies, the inter-
connection between layers may possibly be nearly rigid. But for layers 
fastened with nails or elastomeric glues, as in most in-place wood 
construction, the as sumption of rigid interconnection between layers 
is invalid. The behaviors of layered systems vary congiderably, with 
the degree of connection between the layers provided by the different 
connectors and the resulting interlayer movement having a very large 
effect. 
The deflections of beams with layers not rigidly connected have 
received increasing attention from researchers. Many of the important 
papers resulting from these efforts are summarized below. 
In an early theoretical development, Clark (6)* presented a 
theory for layered systems fastened by rigid connectors. He assumed 
that connec tors such as rivets or spot welds were perfectly rigid, 
but slip could occur in the intervals between connectors. Thus, his 
method assumes the l ayered beams are fastened by rigid connectors at 
discrete points. 
Granholm (10) developed a theory for layered beam systems 
including the effect of interlayer slip. Pleshkov (24) also 
analyzed a multilayered beam system with interlayer slip. Their 
theories assume a constant connector spacing, a uniformly distributed 
* Number in parentheses refer to the references listed starting on 
p. 94. 
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connector effect, and a linear relationship between the connector force 
and its displacement. 
Newmark, Seiss and Viest (20) studied the problem of incomp lete 
interaction between the steel girder and concrete slab of a composite 
T-beam. Their assumptions are essentially the same as those made by 
Granholm. 
A method based on sandwich theory for beam was developed by 
Norris, Erickson and Kommers (21) and extended by Kuenzi and 
Wilkinson (17). This method assumes tha t a layer of low shear rig idity 
exists between the layers. 
Experimental work on layered beams has been reported by Hoyle 
(13), who also compared his results with the predictions of the 
Kuenzi-Wilkinson formula. In his study, four different adhesives with 
a wide range of shear modulus values were used to laminate twenty 
two-layered beams composed of approximately 1 x 2 in. clear Douglas 
fir lumber. Computed deflections generally exceeded those measured. 
Iloyle (14) has also presented results from I-beams bonded 
with elastomeric adhes ives. The four beams used consisted of 1 x 2 in. 
webs and 1 x 3 in. flanges bonded together with three different 
elastomeric adhesives (low, medium, and high shear modulus values) 
and one rigid adhesive (phenol-resorcinol -formaldehyde) to form the 
I-beams. At the design l oad level, test results showed that the 
flange-to-web slip along the length of span at the support ranged 
from 0.002 in. for rigid adhesive to 0.047 in. for the low shear 
modulus adhesive. Even for the low shear modulus adhesive, the 
bonded I-beam did show some degree of composite action. 
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Amana and Booth (1) have presented theoretical studies of 
stiffened orthotropic plates for single rib T-beams, and both double 
rib and multiple rib stressed-skin panels . The concept of effec tive 
plate width was introduced to account for the nonuniform distribution 
of stresses in the flanges. The solutions developed for the stressed-
skin panels recognize the contribution of the plate to the overall 
stjffness of the comp onent and consider t he slip between the skin and 
the ribs. Five stressed-skin models were fabr icated and tested. 
Test results showed good agreement between experimental and theoretical 
deflections (2). 
A general theory for layered beams with interlayer slip was 
formulated by Goodman (8, 9) . He developed the governing equation for 
deflections of a layered beam system with three layers having the same 
dimensions and symmetrical mechanical properties. The assumptions 
used include continuous shear connection , linear distribution of strain 
within each layer, and an interlayer slip proportional to the transmitted 
load. Nine experiments using layered wood beams were included to 
verify the theory presented. Excellent agreement between the measured 
and theoretical values was obtained for this test serjes. 
The governing equation for this system, as reported by Goodman, 
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dx 
d2 
(EI __x._ + M) = 
s dx2 
the modulus of elasticity of the material, lb/in. 
2
, 
the moment of inertia of each layer about its own 
neutral axis, in . 4, 
(1. 1) 
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. . 4 section, in. , 
the external moment, lb-in. , 
cross section area of each layer, in. 2, 
the spacing between connector rows along the 
beam length, in ., 
k = the connector modulus per connector, lb/in., 
n = the number of connectors per row, 
y = beam deflection, in., 
x = beam length, in. 
The governing equations developed by Granholm, Pleshkov, and 
Newmark et al., can be shown to be identical to that presented by 
Goodman by substituting appropriate terms into the constants. 
As a part of the Colorado State University project, Ko (16) has 
extended the general theory to include layered beams with a single axis 
of symmetry and an arbitrary number of layers fastened with mechanical 
connectors. His study is based on the following assumptions, which are 
equivalent to those made earlier by Goodman (8 , 9): 
1. The shear connection between layers is continuous along 
the length; i.e., discrete deformable connections are 
assumed to be rep laced by a continuous shear connection. 
2. The amount of slip at a connector is directly 
proportional to the load. 
3. The distribution of strain through the depth of a 
given individual layer is linear. 
4. At every section of a beam, each layer deflects the same 
amount and no buckling of the layers occurs . 
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5. Shear deformations are neglected. 
6. Friction between the layers is negligible. 
Fig. 1.1 shows a five layered syste, the strain distributions 
within the layers, and the notation for force and moment components 
used by Ko in his formulation of them layered beam system. 
Applying equations of static equilibrium to the free body 
diagram in Fig. l.l(d) yields 







dx = (1. 2) 
By combining the results from 
4 outlined above yields 
l F = 0 
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For an m layered system there are m+l unknowns (m values for F 
and one value for y) and therefore m+l equations are needed to find 
these unknown quantities. Equations (1.2) and (1.3) provide two of 
these equations. Other equations must come from the slip relationships . 
By applying the assumptions outlined above, the slip relationship for 
the adjacent layers was derived as the following expression: 
where 
C .. 1 1,1+ 
F. 1 1+ 
EA*. 1 1+ 
F. 
l. 
- --+ EA*. 
l. 
iy 
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(a) . Beam with sign convention 
t 
h 
(b) . Cross-section (c). Strain dis,ribution 
FIGURE I. I FIVE LAYERED EXAMPLE OF m LAYERED SYSTEM 
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{d). Beam element 
q.tl . dx 




FIGURE I. I - CONTINUED 
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Nomenclature used in Equations (1.2) through (1.4) and not 
previously defined include: 
h. 
l 
= h . k f h · th 1 t 1c ness o t e 1 ayer, in., 




transformed cross-section to the centroid of the 
. th 
1 
. 1 ayer, 1n., 
axial force in the i th layer, lb., 
A* f d f h · th 1 . 2 . = trans orme area o t e 1 ayer, 1n. 
l 
Subscripts i,i+l refer to properties along the boundary between 
the · th d th . 1th 1 1 an e 1+ ayer. 
Equations (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) provide a system of m+l equations 
for the m+l unknowns and represent the governing set of equations for 
an m layered system. 
The governing equations can be solved by incorporating the known 
boundary conditions and then using either closed form solut ions or 
numerical solutions. In his report, Ko has shown examples using both 
finite difference and closed form solution techniques applied to two-
and three-layered systems. 
Rose (25) has presented test results for glued and nailed 
T-beams. In his work, eleven T-beams consisting of Douglas fir 
plywood and lumber were fabricated. The T-beams were constructed 
using either glued or nailed connections with glued or nonglued T & G 
(tongue-and-groove) sheathing joints. The test result s showed that 
the increase in stiffness for the T-beams with respect to that of the 
joist alone was about 20 percent for unglued T & G joint and about 
50 percent for glued T & G joint. 
CHAPTER 2 
TESTING EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
2.1 Description of Testing Equipment 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Facilities used for the structural testing are located in the 
Structural Engineering Laboratory at the Engineering Research Center 
on the CSU Foothills Campus west of Fort Collins. A 55 kip-capac ity 
MTS hydraulic actuator and its associated control equipment were used 
to load all the T-beams included in this study. Penner (23) has 
presented an extensive description of these facilities. 
A brief description of load capabilities of the loading system 
is given in Section 2.1.2. Measurement of the joist deflections during 
the tests is discussed in Section 2.1.3. 
2.1.2 Loading System 
The MfS closed-loop structural testing system is essentially a 
self-controlled hydraulic loading system composed of three major 
components: the power supply, the control console, and the actuator. 
The actuator is mounted on a movable steel beam which in turn is 
attached to the supporting frame by trolleys such that the actuator 
can be quickly moved to any point over the test area (see Fig. 2. 1). 
An elevated reinforced concrete frame supports the floor and T-beam 
specimen s over a 12-foot span and allows widths up to 16 feet. Along 
the top face of each 16 foot span of the frame, a nominal 2x6 inch 
Engelmann spruce sill plate was. fastened to the concrete frame with 
bolts. The bottom of the sill plate was grouted with mortar having a 
th ickness of about one quarter inch. The joists of the floor and T-
beam specimens rested upon this sill plate. 
55 ki:, MTS oc!uolor, 15 gpm servovolve, 
occum•,lalars, and load cell 
I 
"o 
· ' er, 
Reinforced cor.crete spec,mon 
support frame 
FI GURE 2.1 55 KIP MTS LOAD ING ACTUATOR AND SUPPORT FRAME 
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A load cell with a capacity of either 2.5 or 50 kips was mounted 
on the actuator, depending on the desired load level. The control 
console can operate the actuator in either a load control or stroke 
control mode. Besides its static loading capabi lity, a function 
generator in the console allows cyclic loading with a specific function. 
Sine, haversine, square, haversquare, and ramp function can be 
generated. 
TI1e ram of the MTS hydraulic loading system applied a concentrated 
load transmitted onto the specimen through load distribution beam 
separated from the load ce ll by a ball bearing. The thickness of the 
steel pad and the diameter of the ball bear i ng vary with the load cell 
capacities. 
A twin T-beam configurat ion was used to obtain the necessary 
specimen stability. To allow each joist to be equally loaded, the 
twenty-inch long load dis tribution beam was us ed to divide the load 
and transmit it to each joist through a hinge and 4 by 5 inch steel 
pads, as shown in Fig. 2.2. 
2.1.3 Data Collection 
Deflection measurements were obtained at the various load levels 
using dial gages, surveying level, and LVDT's (linear variable 
differential transformers) connected to an X-Y plotter. 
Dial gages with ranges of one and two inches were used to obtain 
most of the deflection data in the working load range. The deflec t ion 
djals were read to the nearest one-thousandths of an inch. They wer e 
placed underneath the joist at selected points across the span and 
were fastened to a punched steel angle attached to a supporting 
bridge across the span of the· test area. A more detailed description 
Centerline of joist 
Load eel I connecting to the 
actuator 
Load distribution beam 
.._ __ _ 
-,.-~-
FIGURE 2.2 LOAD DISTRIBUTION APPARATUS 
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of the dial gages arrangement has been given by Penner (23). Several 
dial layouts are shown in Fig. 2.3 to indicate the individual gage 
locat i ons used in the T-beam tests. 
For most cases, dial gages were used to measure the deflection 
within the elastic range. During the test to failur e , engineering 
sca les with 50 divisions per inch weTe attached to the joists at 
poi nts wher e deflections were to be measured. A surveying level was 
us ed to read the deflection after the application of each load 
incr emen t . 
The LVDT's were used for some tests to obtain a continuous plot 
of l oad versus deflection. The LVDT contained within the actuator 
was used t o plot the load-deflection curve to failure for most tests. 
2.2 Test Specimens 
2.2. 1 Description of the Test Specimens 
An alphanumeric identifying system was used to describe each 
specimen . This system was constructed as follows to allow easy 
recognit ion of the specimen characteristics: 
TlO -
T=T-beam speci men _J 
Sequential number of 
specimen --------.J 
Nomina l joist depth, inches 
12E24 - 1 
I I Number of sheathing layers 
Joist spacing, inches 
E = Engelmann spruce joist 
(D = Douglas fir) 
Fourteen T-bearns were built and tested. These full size 
specimens wer e constructed from joists and plywood sheathing both of 
either Doug las fir or Engelmann spruce, or from a combination of 









O Gage location 
X Load location 
FIGURE 2.3 TYPICAL DIAL GAGE LAYOUTS 
N 
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form a t wo-layered T-beam. One-half i nch thick particleboard was 
added to selected two-layered systems in order to form a three-layered 
syst em. The nominal dimensions of the joists were 2x8 inches or 
2xl2 i nches with a length of 12 feet and 2 inches. The plywood was 
4x8 fee t sheets with nominal thicknesses of 1/2 and 3/4 inches. Each 
piece of j oist and sheet of plywood or particleboard was numbered 
according to the alphanumeric identifying system shown below: 
ow - s -
D = Dougl a s fi r _I I 
(E ~ Engelmann spr~ 
Lumber supplier: 
W = Weyerhaeuser 
Lumber grade: 
S = select structural 
(N = No . 3) 
For plywood and particleboard: 
08 - 15 
I Lseria l number within the L categor y 
Nomi nal depth of joist, 
inches 
DP - 34 - 10 
D = Doug l as fir I I L Serial number within the 
P = pl ywood ---------~ L category 
(B = particleboard) Thickness of sheet, inches 
34 = 3/4 in. 
Six- and eight-penny common nails at var ying nail spacing (from 
2 i nches to 8 inches) were used as connectors. An elastomeric glue 
was also us ed in the fabrication of some specimens. Joist spacings 
were 16, 19 . 2, and 24 inches. A more deta i led descr iption of 
individual specimen configurations will be presented in Chapter 3. 
A gener a l numbering system was developed t o i dentify points on 
the T-b eam surface. A location along the j oist was specified first 
by j oist number and then by its placement along the joist using the 









S = Joist spacing 





2.2.2 Selection of M~terials 
Methods of selecting the materials were considered prior to 
starting the specimen construction. Two schemes were adopted for the 
selectj on of joists. In the first method, joists were selected from 
within a predetermined range of average MOE values using data provided 
by the Wood Science laboratory . After these preselected joists were 
located, the joists found to have excessive crookedness or abnormal 
cracks or knots were discarded. Joists for most T-beam specimens 
were selected using this first method. For a few T-beams, random 
selection was used, i . e., both joists needed were randomly selected 
from the lumber supply of the desired si ze, grade, and species without 
regard to their measured stiffness. Again, excessively crooked or 
abnormally cracked joists were discarded . 
Plywood and particleboard sheets wer e selected from the top of 
the supply pile in order as needed . 
All joists and sheathing materials were covered with plastic 
sheets to help maintain a stable moisture content. 
2.2.3 General Construction Procedure 
'The constructi on procedures for all T-beams were essentially the 
same. After each joist was selected as described in the previous 
section, it was marked with a line at· its midspan. This was to 
provide the reference mark for the edgewise MOE test, in which the 
joist was loaded at the midspan , and to facilitate the attachment of 
sheathing pieces (see Fig. 2 .5). Each joist was then placed edgewise 
across the concrete frame and seated on the sill plate. Normal house 
construction practice was followed when placing the joist over the 
test area. The crowned edge was usua lly placed upward, and whenever 
Plywood face grain direction 
s = I 6 11 (typical) 




a big knot was present at the edge of a jois t , it was placed on t he 
top edge in order to prevent early fai l ure when the joist was 
subjected to loading. 
During the edgewise MOE determinat ion (to be discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 3) , the j oists were positioned, nailed to the sill 
plate with six-penny nails , and attarh P-d to a short header at both 
ends of the joist. A 2x6 i nch header was used with the 8 inch deep 
joists, and a 2x8 inch header was used for the deeper 12 inch joist. 
The joists were t oenailed to the sill plate for specimens constructed 
prior to T7-8D16-l . Starting with th is specimen, any end restraint 
from these nails used to position the joists laterally was el iminated 
by placing the nail s adjacent to but no t through the joists. The ot her 
construction procedure was the same as those described in detai l by 
Penner (23) . 
For t he two-l ayered T-beam s ystems, the plywood was sawed i nto 
the required sizes and then placed with the face grain perpendicular 
to the joists. Eight penny common nai ls were used to connect the 
plywood and joist in all nailed specimens. Nail spacings differed 
from specimen to specimen, ranging from 2 inches to 8 inches apart. 
One row of nails was used per joi st . 
An elastomeric glue* was used to connect the plywood to the 
joist of some specimens. The glue was applied with a caulking gun 
in two one-quarter i nch wide beads p l aced continuously along the upper 
joist f ace . The glue was then spr ead evenly. After the plywood was 
placed at t he des i red position, double-headed common nails were 
driven into the j oi st at a spacing of about 8 inches to insure a 
* Franklin Constr uction Adhes ive 
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tight contact between the plywood and joist. The glued specimens 
were allowed to cure about two weeks. The double-headed nails were 
pulled out immediately before load testing began. 
Details of the sheathing joints varied. Usually the tongue-and-
groove joints were butted t ightly by forcing the unnailed sheathing 
to the nailed one until the gap was closed at several points along 
the joint. Small variations of the sheathing edge from a perfectly 
straight condition resulted in some small gap opening remaining along 
much of the joint. For some specimens, joints were left with a 1/16 
inch wide gap. For others, the joints were glued and tightly butted. 
One layer of particleboard was added to several of the two-layered 
systems to form a three-layered system . The particleboard was 
selected as described before and sawed into the same sizes as those of 
the plywood in the two-layered system. The particleboard sheathing 
joints were staggered from the plywood joints. Six penny common 
nails were typica lly used to attach the particl eboard. Nail spacings 
varied from specimen to specimen, with 8 inches spacing most commonly 
used. Nails were driven through the particl eboard and plywood into 
the joist with the nail spacings staggered from the nails previous ly 
driven through the plywood layer, except for Tl6-8El9.2-2. The 
special nailing for this specimen, shown in Fig. 2.6, consisted of 
two rows of nails driven along both edges of the joist and penetrating 
through the particleboard and plywood layers only. 
The location and identification of all joists, plywood, and 
particleboard used in the test specimens were recorded according 
to the numbering systems described in the previous section. The 
specimen configuration, gap locations, and nail spacings are 
presented in Appendix E. 
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FIGURE 2 .6 NAILING ON SPECIMEN Tl6-8E l9.2-2 
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2.3 Testing Procedure 
The general testing procedures used during this study have been 
mor e fully discussed by Penner (23). The procedures used differed only 
in a few details included below from those reported by Penner. 
A concentrated load was usually applied at the midspan of the 
specimen. Load increments of 50, 100 , 250, or 500 pounds were used 
depending on the specimen being tested and the desired final load 
level . Deflecti ons at selected points along the joist were recorded 
for every load increment. Service load tests were terminated when 
t he maximum deflection approached, but did not exceed L/360, a 0.4 
inch value for the 12 ft span used in this study. The service load 
te s ts were repeated up to five times at the same location for 
selected specimens. The elapsed time between the repeated loadings 
was about five minutes in most cases. Some load locations other 
t han at the midspan were also included. These locations were usually 
either 2 fee t or 4 feet from the midspan of the T-beam specimens. 
Tests including sequential cutting of increasing number of gaps 
in the sheathing were conducted as follows: After completion of the 
usual service load level test, the sheathing forming t he f l ange of 
the T-beam was cut into four foot lengths in the direction perpendicular 
to th e joist using a circular saw adjusted to cut just through the 
plywood layer. The gap width produced was near 1/8 i nch, the 
thickness of the saw blade. The T-beam was then reloaded at the 
sel ected point and deflections again measured . The sheathing was 
further cut at two foot intervals and load-deflection behavior again 
determined. This procedure was repeated after cutting the gaps 
at one foot intervals. 
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Finally , each specimen was tested to failure with the load 
applied to the midspan of the specimen. Since the failure load and 
deflections of the joist were unknown at the time of testing, the 
50 kip capacity load cell was installed, and the dial gages beneath 
the joists were replaced by engineering scales. The use of 
engineering scales served to preclude possible damage to the gages 
and allow large deflections to be measured . A concentrated load 
was applied in 500 pounds increments and the deflections obtained with 
a surveying level were recorded. The LVDT from the actuator was 
connected to the X-Y plotter to obtain a continuous load-deflection 
plot. 
A cyclic and sustained load was also used for specimen Tl3-8D16-l. 
The first cyclic loading used was a ramp function with the shape 
shown in Fig. 2.7(a). The period for each cycle was 80 seconds. This 
l oad was repeated for 850 cycles, a process taking nearly 19 hours. 
The second cyclic loading was also a ramp function and had the shape 
shown in Fig. 2.7(b). The period of this loading, which was repeated 
for 750 cycles, was 40 seconds. 
Observations and sketches of the broken joists were noted after 
the test to failure for each specimen. Photographs were taken of some 
specimens to show the failure mode of the T-beam. After the failure 
test was completed, the specimen was dismantl ed. Some small samples 
of the joists and plywood of the specimen were cut, with sizes conform-
ing to the ASTM Standard D 2016-65(5) and sent to the Wood Science 
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MATERIAL AND TEST SPECIMEN PROPERTIES 
3.1 Introduction 
The most important material properties affecting the deflection 
of a layered beam of given dimensions are the MOE (modulus of 
elasticity) values for the materials in each layer and the slip 
modulus of the connectors. In an isotropic and homogeneous material, 
the MOE value is theoretically constant. For wood and wood-based 
products, it is not so because these materials are neither isotropic 
nor homogeneous. Hence, the MOE value of wood varies from section 
to section along any given piece of lumber as well as with the 
direction of loading. Furthermore, MOE values vary from species to 
species, from one piece of lumber to another within a species, and as a 
result of many other factors such as grain angle, knot location, and 
presence of other defects. 
Methods for evaluating lumber propert ies have been .;tudied and 
standardi zed by several research institutions and agencies in this 
country. ASTM Standard D 245-70 specifies a visual grading method for 
evaluating lumber properties (5). Others combine the visual and 
machine grading systems (11, 29). In evaluating the stiffness properties 
of plywood, U.S. Product Standard PS 1-66 (28) specifies a grading 
system classifying plywood into five groups and assigning each group 
a design stress. 
The characteristics of particleboard are dependent on the 
geometry of the particles, the type of adhesive, and the manufacturing 
process used. to produce the particleboard. The National Particleboard 
Association (NPA) currently assigns minimum average MOE values for 
particleboard ranging from 150,000 psi to 50,000 psi (19). 
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Methods used in evaluating the MOE of joists and sheathing 
, 
materials will be discussed in the next section. A dis~ussion of the 
re lationship between flatwise and edgewise MOE of joists is also 
included. 
Nails are the most common mechanica l f astener used in housing 
construction. Although the withdrawal resistance of nails has 
received considerable study (7,15), information on the forces on nails 
in a wood floor system at a given loading condition is skimpy and far 
from conclus i ve. The increasing use of elastomeric glue in field 
construction of wood floor systems has drawn much research attention to 
this material, but verified design methods including the benefits of 
elastomeric glued systems are not yet available to the designer. Tests 
to determine slip modulus values for nails and glue are discussed in 
Section 3.3. 
A description, including the configuration and material properties 
of each T-beam specimen tested in this study is presented in 
Section 3.4. 
3.2 Joist and Sheathing Properties 
3.2.1 Flexural MOE Determined by the Woo Science Laboratory 
Properties of wood products can differ widely from piece t o 
piece because of the high degree of variation in the ir mechanical 
propert ies. Measurement of the properties of each joist and sheathing 
element used in the T-beam specimens, rather than properties from 
samples from each group of materials, was considered necessary to 
adequately describe the materials in each specimen. This could be done 
because the determination of MOE values and other elastic constants is 
easily conducted using nondestructive tests, which allows the use of 
the materials with known properties in the T-bearns. 
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As a part of the overall research program, joist and sheathing 
properties were measured at the Wood Science Laboratory located on 
the Colorado State University campus. Determination of jois t properties 
was performed using a continuous deflection measurement device. The 
bas i c operation of this machine entails measuring joist deflection 
at t he center of a span under a constant load and from this deflection, 
computing MOE . Each piece of dimension lumber was run through the 
machine in a flatwise position and subjected to a constant load placed 
at the center of a 3-foot span along the moving piece. This midspan 
deflection was measured by a LVDT (linear variable differential 
transformer) and plotted using an X-Y recorder. Each specimen was 
run through the machine twice, once with each flatwise face loaded, 
to allow the effects from any warp, twist , or thickness variation 
present in the joist to be removed. The MOE was then calculated for 
one foot intervals along the length of the joists. The dimensions 
of each joist measured at three locations along the joist length were 
used to compute the moment of inertia. Wolfe (30) has described in more 
detai l the joist fl a twi se MOE test. A computer program was used to 
compute the MOE values using the following equation, which includes both 
bending and shear deflections: 
where 
6. = 
61 + /:,2 
2 
PL3 0.3 PL 
= 48EI + AG 
= deflections for sides 1 and 2, respectively, 
in., 
A = average deflection, in., 
P = load applied at midspan, lb., 











modulus of elasticity, lb/in2, 
f . . . 4 moment o 1nert1a, 1n, 
. . 2 cross section area, 1n, 
shear modulus in the plane of lumber 
thickness, lb/in2 . 
Rearranging this expression with the substitution of I= bh3/12, 
A= bh, G = E/16, and solving for E gives 
where 
E = P(L/h) [(L/h) 2 + 19.2] 
4t.b 
b = board width, in., 
h = board thickness, in. 
(3.2) 
Eq. 3.2 was incorporated to a computer program which computed the 
MOE from the recorded deflection data. The computed MOE value recorded 
is an average value over each one foot interval. The average MOE 
values, given as the mean of the values for each one foot interval 
al ong each joist used in the test specimens, are listed in Appendix A. 
Five groups of sheathing materials were tested to determine 
their elastic parameters. These groups include 1/2 and 3/4 in. thick 
Douglas fir plywood, 1/2 and 3/4 in thick Engelmann spruce plywood, 
and 1/2 in. thick Douglas fir particleboard. The measurement of the 
parameters and testing procedure for these materials are fully 
discussed by McLain (18). 
The MOE test for the sheathing utilized static bending and was 
set up as shown in Fig. 3.1. Since the effect of defects along the 
length of a panel was not thought to be significant, the interval-
based MOE was not used. Instead, overall MOE values for both 
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FIGURE 3.1 LOADING CONFIGURATION FOR COMPOSITE 
PANEL IN STATIC BENDING TEST 
FIGURE 3.2 LOADING CONFIGURATION FOR COMPOSITE 
PANEL IN SHEAR MODULUS TEST 
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directions, i.e., parallel and perpendicular to face grain direction 
were determined. 
The mechanical properties of plywood are different for the two 
principal directions. This results from plywood being made up from 
several veneers, or thin sheets of wood, gl ued together with the grain 
of adjacent veneers at right angles . Because of the orthotropic nature 
of wood, the mechanical properties of plywood are dependent upon the 
grain orientation and thicknesses of the individual plies. The proper-
ties of the transformed section in each direction must be used to deter-
mine the actual MOE values for plywood (3, 18). These transformed 
section properties must also be considered to determine MOE values valid 
for bending and for axial loads based on gross section dimensions. 
McLain (18) also reported that the ratio of actual thickness to 
nominal thickness of the 1/2 and 3/4 inch Engelmann spruce plywood 
was 0.86 and 0.87 respectively, compared to ratios of 0.97 and 0.99 
for 3/4 and 1/2 inch Douglas fir plywood. This indicates that the 
Engelmann spruce sheets had been densified during the manufacturing 
process, while the Douglas fir panels had negligible change in 
thickness. The MOE values for Engelmann spruce plywood were computed 
using thicknesses of 3/8 and 5/8 inches . Values for the Douglas fir 
panels were based on the given nominal dimensions. 
In computing the MOE values, any correction due to Poisson's 
ratio and shear effects were neglected because these effects were 
judged to be insignificant for the sheathing materials (18). 
Evaluation of the shear modulus, G, was conducted by applying a 
load at the opposite corners of the panel and supporting the other 
two corners, as shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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All panels were tested in both the lengthwise (veneer parallel 
to the long axis of panel) and crosswise directions. The corresponding 
MOE and G of each panel used in T-beam tests are listed in Appendix B. 
3.2.2 Joist Properties Determined during Specimen Construction 
The correlation of flatwise and edgewise MOE has been studied 
and reported previously (11, 12). A perfect correlation should not be 
expected since the natural variation, grain angle orientation, and 
other defects existing in a piece of lumber can easily have different 
effects for bending about the two directions. 
In the T-beam specimen constructions, joists were placed edgewise, 
as discussed in Chapter 2. Because of this configuration, the MOE 
determined from the property tests described in Section 3.2.1 can only 
approximate the true MOE of the joist as used. As noted above, only 
approximate relationships between flatwise and edgewise MOE are avail-
able. Therefore, it was decided to determine the edgewise MOE for 
each joist as a part of the specimen construction procedure because of 
the possibility that these MOE values might yield more consistent 
results when verifying the mathematical model. 
Each joist was first placed on edge in the test area. No 
lateral support was provided along the joist except that provided by 
the joist resting upon the sill plate. Then a concentrated load was 
applied at the joist midspan, and the deflection indicated by the dial 
gage mounted underneath the joist was recorded as described in 
Chapter 2. At least three load increments of 100 pounds each were 
usually applied to obtain a load-deflection plot and to determine how 
linear the data was, see Fig. 3.3. The MOE values due to static 
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including only flexural deformations (see Section 5.3 for a discussion 
of the neglecting of shear deformations). 
After the MOE determinations for the laterally unsupported 
joists were completed, a header joist was attached at both ends of 
the joists and nailed with a single 16-penny common nail through the 
mid-depth of each end of the joist , ~ee Fig. 3.4. 
The testing procedure just described was again followed. The test 
was performed for one joist at a time. Finally, two more 16-penny 
common nails were driven at each joist end, see Fig. 3.4, and the joists 
were again reloaded . A typical load-deflection plot with and without 
lateral support is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
The relationship between flatwise and edgewise MOE of the joist 
is discussed in Appendix C. 
Joist moisture content during the MOE determinations at the 
Wood Science Laboratory were measured using an electrical resistance 
moisture meter. The moisture content r anged from 6.4 to 11.3 percent 
(23). After each T- beam test, samples of joists and plywood were 
cut from the test specimen and sent to Wood Science Laboratory for 
moisture content measurement. A procedure including oven drying and 
conducted according to ASTM Standard No. D 2016-65 (5) was used. 
Moisture content of materials from the T-beam test specimens ranged 
from 5.0 to 7.3 percent for the joists, and from 5.6 to 6.9 percent 
for the plywood. Since MOE values of the joists used for later 
mathematical verification were evaluated during the specimen 
construction and the moisture content of the sheathing appeared to be 
quite constant, the effect of moisture content changes on the stiffness 
of the joists and plywood were deemed to be negligible. 
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FIGURE 3 .4 ATTACHMENT OF HEADER FOR 
T- BEAM CONSTRUCTION 
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3.3 Properties of Nail and Glue Slip Moduli 
The slip modulus of the connectors is one of the important 
parameters in the floor system study since it greatly influences the 
degree of interaction between layers. The interlayer slip effect is 
a function of the load-slip characteristics of the fastener-wood 
combination. The slope of the load-slip curve is defined as the slip 
modulus, k (see Fig. 3.5) . Goodman (8) has developed an equation to 
fit this load-slip curve which has been included by Patterson (22) in 
his recent work on nail slip modulus conducted as a part of the overall 
wood joist fl oor project. 
In his study Patterson selected one-foot long 2x8 joist pieces 
from either Douglas fir or Engelmann spruce as the center member, and 
used 3/4 inch thick Douglas fir or Engelmann spruce plywood cut into 
8xl2 in. boards as side members (see Fig . 3.6(a)) to form a double shear 
test configuration. Eight penny common nails with 2, 4, and 8 nails 
on each side were used. A series of tests with different combinations 
of lumber plywood species were conducted to determine the effect of 
the number of nails in the nail slip t est. Specimens with plywood 
face grain either parallel or perpendicular to the load were included 
in his study. Test results expressed in terms of slip modulus based 
on tangent and secant lines at various load levels are listed in 
Appendix D. A typical load-slip curve is shown in Fig. 3.5. 
A group of tests using 1/2 inch thick plywood as side member 
for the double shear test and with 8-penny nails were also conducted. 
The load-slip characteristics between particleboard and plywood were 
determined f or 6 penny connnon nails driven through the plywood and 
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which was attached to the plywood with a rigid glue, see Fig. 3.6b. 
Test resul ts are shown in Appendix D. 
According to Ref. 4, the increasing use of elastomeric adhesives 
for connecting members in housing construction results from its 
advantages of easy handling for construction, labor and materials 
saving, increasing overall stiffness of the structures, prevention of 
floor squeaks, and many other factors. Because of its importance in 
the field construction and module home assembly in factory as well, 
the properties of elastomeric glue were also included for study in 
this research program. 
Specimens used for the slip modulus tests were essentially the 
same as those used in the nail-slip tes ts under lateral load described 
by Patterson (22). The adhesive used matched the adhesive used in 
the T-beam test specimens included in this study. Test values used in 
the T-beam studies were obtained as the average value of many individual 
tests, expressed in terms of slip modulus, lb/in2 (see Appendix D). 
3.4 Layered Beam Specimen Configuration 
The individual specimen configurations shown in Appendix E are 
included t o give a clear identification of the materials and configura-
tion of each specimen along with the tests performed on each specimen. 
Tests of fourteen T-beams are reported in this study. Three test 
specimens were 3-layered systems; the rest were 2-layered systems. 
The identifying mark for each T-beam tested is constructed 
according to the alphanumeric system described in Chapter 2. Each 
joist and sheathing were individually identified and their relative 
positions were noted. Sheathing face grain direction, location and 
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also described. Edgewise MOE of each joist and appropriate MOE values 
for the sheathing layer(s) are included for the later mathematical model 
verification. 
Types of nails and nail spacing are indicated in the diagrams 
when nails were used. When glue was used, the manufacturer's name is 
indicated. The interlayer slip modulus shown for each specimen is the 
value which was used in the computation of theoretical deflections. 
A brief description of test sequence is also presented to 
indicate the load level, load increment, and load location for each 
specimen tested. Other information including failure load, cutting 




EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR OFT-BEAM 
As discussed earlier, the objective of this study was to verify 
the deve loped mathematical model for T-beam components by comparing 
the data from carefully constructed specimens having known material 
properties with the results predicted by the mathematical model. 
The results of the verification studies for the mathematical model of 
the T-beam will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
Prior to presenting the verification of the mathematical model, 
some experimental behavior exhibited by the specimens will be 
discussed to demonstrate how composite T-bearns carry loads and how 
varying degrees of composite action can be obtained. The experimental 
behavior described are those observed for specific specimens and 
are cited as examples of typical behavior . Because most T-beams 
differed from the other T-bearns tested in several respects and the 
effects of various parameters are often strongly interrelated, only 
trends rather than more precise quantitative information on how the 
several variables affect T-beam respons e can be presented. Parameter 
studies using the verified mathematical model can better isolate the 
effects of specific variables. 
Many fac t ors affect the deflections of the T-beam specimens. 
The T-bearn behavior is a function of sheathing dimensions and modulus 
of e lasticity, both parallel and perpendicular to the face grain, 
joist size and modulus of elasticity, sheathing joint conditions, 
number of sheathing layers, as well as the connector properties. 
For a T-bearn composed of a piece of lumber and one or more layers of 
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sheathing, the behavior is neither the same as a solid T-beam 
(equivalent to assuming the connectors have infinite slip modulus) nor 
the same as two structurally-independent members. The T-beam response 
between these extremes depends primarily upon the connector properties 
(see Fig. 4.1). Joist and sheathing dimensions and properties determine 
how much the fully composite and fully independent behaviors differ. 
The effect of the connector types, including nails and elasto-
meric adhesive, and nail spacing on the overall beam behavior is 
discussed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the effect of gaps in 
the sheathing layers. Results obtained by sequentially testing 
T-beam specimens with an increasing number of gaps cut in the sheathing 
perpendicular to the joists are also included. 
The effect of the thickness, species, and number of sheathing 
layers on the T-beam stiffness are treated in Section 4.4. Linear and 
nonlinear behaviors of the T-beams, modes of failure, and other 
behaviors are discussed in the last section of this chapter. 
4.2 Effect of Connectors 
Connectors play an important role in the composite design used in 
several civil engineering applications. Nails and elastomeric 
adhesive are the most commonly used connectors in wood housing 
construction. The latter has been gaining popularity in recent years. 
Connectors other than nails and elastomeric adhesive are not widely 
used at present and were not included in the test program. 
In this study, specimens were connected using 8-penny common 
nails as connectors between the plywood and joist layers, as 
described in Chapter 2. The sheathing and joist layers of four 
specimens were connected wi th elastomeric adhesive. Two other specimens 
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FIGURE 4.1 TYPICAL LAYERED BEAM BEHAVIOR 
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The spacing of nails along the joist has a significant effect on 
the overall stiffness of the systems. The observed increase of the 
system stiffness was roughly inversely proportional to the nail 
spacing. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the smaller the spacing, the greater 
the stiffness . The percentages of increased stiffness for specimens 
nailed at an 8 inch spacing were scattered because of the differences 
in joist and plywood properties. 
The specimens tested with the joist and sheathing glued together 
showed higher stiffness than those which were nailed. One glued 
specimen, T8-8D16-l, was nail-glued with 8-penny common nails spaced 
8 inches apart. The stiffness of this T-b eam was not appreciably 
greater than th e other glued specimen without this nailing. 
Most T-beams were constru.cted with either tightly butted unglued 
tongue and groove (T & G) sheathing joints or with the T & G joints 
glued along its length. For the nailed specimens, the increase of 
stiffness over that for the joists only was considerably higher for 
the glued T & G joint specimens than for the beams with unglued T & G 
joints . For the glued specimens, the sheathing joint conditions did 
not show an appreci able effect. The effect of sheathing joints will 
be further discussed in Section 4.3. 
The tests confirmed that stiffness of a T-beam can be increased 
appreciably by using glue or more closely spaced nails to increase 
the shear connection between the layers of the T-beam. 
4.3 Effects of Gaps in the Sheathing Layers 
Gaps in the sheathing layer(s) are unavoidable in wood 
construction because of limitations on the sheathing dimensions 
imposed by the manufacturing process, product standardization, and a 
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need for joints to allow the shrinkage or expansion accompanying 
changes of temperature or moisture content in the sheathing material. 
Butt, tongue and groove, shiplap, and other jointing techniques are 
used in sheathing constructions. Although T & G joints either glued 
or tightly butted were used in the construction of a majority of test 
specimens included in this study, some specimens were constructed using 
joints with open gaps of 1/16 inch. 
The presence of gaps in sheathing layer can lower the overall 
stiffness of T-beams significantly. Local areas of the sheathing 
including joints constructed with glued or unglued T & G joints were 
not as stiff as the sheathing material itself; but were, of course, 
stiffer than when open gaps were used. The treatment of sheathing 
joints in the verification of mathematical mode l will be discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
Cutting gaps in the sheathing layer at ~idspan of a T-beam led to 
considerably more increase of deflection tha did cutting a gap at 
other locations. For specimen Tl2-8D16-l, the overall stiffness was 
reduced by a great amount after a gap at the center was cut, 
see Fig. 4.3. The sheathing layer of another specimen, Tl0-12E24-l, 
was cut at third points (4 foot intervals) . The load-deflection 
behavior of this heavily loaded beam is shown in Fig. 4.4. A gap at 
the center would be expected to have a larger effect than a gap cut 
elsewhere because the concentrated load applied at the midspan of the 
beam with simply supported ends produces greatest moment at midspan. 
A gap cut at that point results in the total loss of composite action 
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The effect of cutting gaps at locations far from the midspan was 
small. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the much smaller effect when sheathing 
joints were introduced at a low moment location. These data are from 
a specimen with the sheathing layer cut only at two feet from both 
ends and loaded at the midspan. The increase in deflection did not 
change appreciably from the no gap condition. 
The stiffness of the T-beam was gradually reduced as the number 
of gaps cut in the sheathing was increased . With one foot gap 
intervals, the stiffness of the T-beam specimens TlO and Tl2 was 
close to that of a single joist acting alone, showing that the 
composite action of T-beam was nearly destroyed. 
In the T-beam tests, the gaps of the sheathing layer began to 
close as the applied loading was increased. Further loading often 
brought the two edges of the sheathing into contact. This closing of 
the gaps produced a partial continuity for the sheathing layer. The 
resulting partial composite action increased the stiffness of the 
T-beam. With still further increases of the applied load, the contact 
surface area also increased and produced still more composite action 
and stiffness for the T-beam. Most T-beams tested having butted 
sheathing joints displayed this behavior when loaded above the 
service load level, see Fig. 4.6. When the gap width was increased to 
1/8 inch, the beam did not show this kind of behavior because the 
closing of these wider gaps was not accomplished even at overload 
levels. 
T-beam with glued sheathing joints developed more of their 
potential stiffness due to composite action than did those having 
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4.4 Effect of Sheathing Layers 
The modulus of elasticity and dimensions of the sheathing layers 
are among the many factors known to affect the behavior of a layered 
beam. For T-beam constructed with large joists having high MOE 
values, and a thin, weak sheathing layer, such as specimen T14-12D24-1, 
composed of 2x12 Douglas fir joists and 1/2 inch thick plywood, the 
increase of overall stiffness compared to joist alone was not 
appreciable. When the T-beam consisted of smaller joists and a 
thick, stiff sheathing layer, the conditions for specimen T4-8D16-1 
for instance, the increase in overall stiffness was appreciably larger. 
The addition of a second sheathing layer (particleboard) to 
specimens T14, T15 and T16 increased the overall stiffness of these 
T-beams appreciably over that of the two layer joist-sheathing 
configuration. These three specimens were constructed with 1/2 inch 
thick plywood having relatively low MOE values as the first sheathing 
layer, and with the additional layer being 1/2 inch thick particleboard. 
Fig. 4.7 presents load-deflection plots for specimen T16 in its two-
layer configuration, T16-8E19.2-1, and after the particleboard was 
added, T16-8E19.2-2. The two-layered system showed a relatively 
linear behavior while the three-layered system showed a more nonlinear 
behavior at service load levels. 
4.5 Nonlinear Behavior and Mode of Failure 
Most T-beams tested exhibited a nonlinear response when subjected 
to overloading. Some creep under sustained loading was observed. 
Rate of creep is known to be dependent both upon time and load level. 
Fig. 4.8 displays the creep deflections observed over a ten minute 
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two joists being 1500 pounds and 1250 pounds, respectively for the two 
T-beams. It should be noted, however, that these load levels are 
fairly high and above normal working load levels. 
These additional time-dependent or creep deflections may account 
for some of the difference between the computed values and the observed 
deflections reported in Chapter 5. It should be noted, however, that 
in the static t esting, each loading increment was completed within 
two minutes or less, thus the creep deflections were minimized and 
should have been less than 2 percent of measured values in most cases. 
Fig. 4.9 displays some hysteresis loops from the loading and 
unloading of specimen T7-8D16-l. The load during the first cycle only 
was applied in 250 pounds increments. The horizontal movement of the 
load-deflection plot shows the inelastic behavior occurring during 
measurement of the deflections at each load increment, which usually 
took one to two minutes to complete. A sizable hysteresis loop 
occurred during the initial unloading and a small residual deflection 
was observed. This residual deflection was gradually recovered, 
although only slowly. In the subsequent reloadings and unloadings, 
the load history remained nearly constant. 
Cyclic loading behavior was studied for one T-beam . . Specimen 
Tl3-8D16-l was loaded until the center deflection was just over L/360 
to obtain the initial load-deflection plot. Then the specimen was 
subjected to cyclic loading at service load level. The cylic loading 
induced was the ramp function shown in Fig . 2.7. All load was 
applied at the midspan of the specimen. After 1600 cycles of loading, 
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before and after cylic loading are compared in Fig. 4.10. Behavior 
of this specimen was observed prior to, during, and after the cylic 
loading. Most nail heads observed were pulled into the plywood about 
1/32 to 1/16 in. deep during the prolonged cyclic loading. A more 
linear load-deflection behavior was obtained after the cylic loading . 
Elastic, inelastic behavior and mode of failure of wood floors 
and T-beams have been presented by Penner (23). A brief additional 
discussion is added here to aid in the understanding of T-beam 
behavior. 
Fig. 4.11 shows a typical load-deflection plot, obtained with an 
X-Y recorder and using the deflection detected by the actuator LVDT, 
when the specimen was tested to failure. As the load increased 
within and slightly above the service load range the slope became 
slightly greater. This is believed to have resulted from the 
closing of the sheathing gaps as discussed in Section 4.3. Creep 
during the time between load increments increased somewhat at the 
higher load levels, and nonlinear behavior increased. The nonlinear 
slip modulus of the nails likely contributed to this behavior , 
especially where withdrawal forces on the nails were large. The 
joist began to split for this specimen as the load was increased to 
4500 pounds. The splitting propagated as load increased further, and 
eventually extended through the entire joist depth. Fig. 4.12 
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CHAPTER 5 
VERIFICATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FORT-BEAM BEHAVIOR 
5.1 Introduction 
The primary purpose for the T-beam tests presented in this report 
is to provide the necessary data needed for verification of the 
developed mathematical model. At present the beneficial effect of 
composite action on the T-beam response is generally ignored in the 
I 
analysis of such systems. The verification of the mathematical model 
along with some details of the model are presented in this chapter. 
Studies on T-beam and composite action effects presented by 
several investigators have been reviewed in Chapter 1. Two studies 
concerned with developing mathematical solutions for computing T-beam 
deflections have been conducted within overall research effort which 
includes the T-beam tests reported in the previous chapters. The 
ability of these two methods to match the experimental T-bearn results 
is presented in this report. The theoretical solution for the mathe-
matical model, based on beam theory with consideration of interlayer 
slip, was developed by Goodman (8, 9) and extended by Kuo (16). Par-
ticular attention was given to two-layered systems with one axis of 
symmetry. Thompson et al. (27) have expressed this basi~ mathematical 
model in a different form using the potential energy theorem. This 
method uses a finite element solution technique and can include the 
effect of gaps within the individual layers. The formulation of the 
above two basic solution techniques for the mathematical model, which 
forms the basis for the experimental verification, is reviewed in 
Section 5.2. 
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The selection of material parameters such as MOE of the joists 
and sheathing materials, and the slip moduli of connectors used in 
mathematical verification is presented in Section 5.3. 
Deflections measured during the T-beam tests and those computed 
using the theory are compared in Section 5.4. The mathematical model 
has also been used to compute the deflections of some composite beams 
tested by a joist manufacturer. These results are presented to show 
the validity of the mathematical model for uniformly-loaded T-bearns. 
5.2 Mathematical Model of T-Bearn and its Solution Techniques 
The gener al layered beam theory discussed in Chapter 1 can be 
specialized to the case of a two-layered beam with one axis of symmetry. 
The basic assumptions used in developing the beam theory, as outlined 
in Chapter 1, are small deflections, linearly elastic matierials, 
linear variation of strains over the depth of each layer, linear slip 
modulus, negligible shear deformations, and equal curvature of each 
layer during bending. Fig. 5.1 shows a typical two-layered T-bearn, 
along with some of the notation used for the development .of the 
mathematical model. Two governing equations for this system are given 
as follows (for more detailed treatments, refer to Goodman (8) and 
Kuo (16)): 
-MT+ Cl/ 
Elll + E2I2 
~ d2F = [-1- + _1_] F + C ~ 
kn dx2 E1A1 E2A2 _ 12 dx2 
where E. = the modulus of elasticity of the i th layer, lb/in2, 
1 
I. = the moment of inertia of the i th layer about its own 
1 
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cross section area of the i th layer, in. 2, 
the spacing between connector rows along the beam length , 
in, 
the connector modulus per connector, lb/in, 
the number of connectors per row, 
total applied moment, in- lb, Cl2 = 
hl + h2 
2 
Solving this system for a beam with a uniform load and applying 
the boundary conditions for a simply supported beam leads to the 




Elll + E2I2 F 
(5.3) 
1 - cosh (~ L) 
sinh (~ L) 
sinh ([~ x) - l] 
c2 
+ - S. x (L - x) = c
1 
2 
axial force in each layer. 
I 
s 
I = the moment of inertia of the rigidly connected 
s 
. . 4 
section, in. , 
ys = deflections of the rigidly connected beam. 
When computing the theoretical deflections of a beam using this 
closed form solution, the section properties, connector modulus and 
spacing must be assumed to be constant along the length of the beam. 
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To eliminate these restrictions, a finite difference solution technique, 
which is a numerical approach for solving differential equations 
directly by approximating the infinitesimal region in a discrete manner, 
may be used (26). This solution technique leads to a set of simulta-
neous equations which can be written in the following matrix form (16): 
where [H] = square matrix combining all finite difference 
operators, 
L = length of the simply-supported beam. 
(5.4) 
The deflections of a rigidly connected beam, y, can be obtained 
s 
from another set of equations: 
where [R] 
(1 - z)z} 
= square matrix combining all finite difference 
operators. 
z = x/ L, 0 2- z < 1 
(5. 5) 
Once {F} and {y} are solved from Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), the total 
s 
beam deflection y can be computed from Eq. (5 .3). 
The finite difference approximation still assumes continuous 
layers, i.e., no gaps may exist in the individual layers in the model. 
A closed form solution and finite difference approximation for a 
concentrated load on a simply supported beam can be derived following 
basically the same procedure. Solution techniques for a three-layered 
system with uniformly distributed and concentrated load parallel those 
for a two-layered system (16). 
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Due to the limitations of these two approaches, a more versatile 
technique is needed in order to consider the properties displayed by 
real floors and beams, to allow consideration of more general loading 
conditions and to include gaps in the sheating. 
Thompson et al. (27) have presented such a solution technique: a 
finite element method using the same mathematical model and basic assump-
tions utilized by Goodman (8), along with the introduction of potential 
energy concepts. Energy expressions from the following sources are 
developed and included in the solution for the layered beam problem: 
1. pure bending of each layer, 
2. axial elongation of each layer, 
3. slip deformation of the connectors between each 
layer, and 
4. external loads on the beam. 
By including all the potential energy result i ng from the forces 
above, the total potential energy of an m-layered beam is 
m L 
J = 1 J 
i=l o 
2 2 
{½ E. I. (d Y
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(external loads) 
where J = 
u. = 
i 
total energy, in.-lbs., 
. 1 d' 1 . . th 1 . ax1a isp acement in i ayer, in. 
(5.6) 
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The principle of virtual work requires that the potential energy 
reach a stationary value at the equilibrium position of the layered 
beam. Using the variational principle, this requirement may be 
expressed as (o = variational operator) 
oJ = o (5.7) 
The deflection and axial displacements of the layered beam must 
satisfy Eq. (5.7) and can be approximated with the finite element form 
of the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. This allows direct solution of the 
differential equation using an approximate minimi zation of the 
functional (31). Formulation of the finite element solution technique 
is shown in Appendix F. 
The three solution methods discussed above yield nearly identical 
answers when the limitations of the methods are met. This can be 
demonstrated by comparing the deflections predicted by each method for 
the same problem. As an example, consider the two layered beam with 
the following properties: 
Specimen T4-8D16-l, Joist No. 1 
Joist E = 2.43 X 106 psi 
Plywood E = 5.50 X 105 psi 
Slip modulus k = 30,000 lb/in . 
Nail spacing 8 inches 
Load level 500 To. 
Load at midspan 
Number of elements 24 
Midspan deflection for this specimen obtained by each method 
using separate computer programs are listed in Table 5.1, along with a 
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comparison of the predicted deflections and the central processor (CP ) 
time used for each technique (CDC 6400 computer, 65k core). Because of 
its closeness to the exact (closed form) solution and its many advantages 
cited earlier, the finite element method was used to compute the 
theoretical deflections in all the subsequent verification calculations. 
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5.3 Computation of Deflection Using the Mathematical Model 
Geometrical and mechanical properties of the materials used in the 
T-beam specimens must be known so that the T-beam being analyzed by 
the mathematical model corresponds to the one tested in the laboratory. 
Some discussion of this necessary input da t a is presented here to help 
illustrate how the theoretical deflections were computed from the 
mathematical model. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the material properties of each piece 
of lwnber and sheathing were individually determined before and during 
T-beam construction. Joist dimensions entered were those measured 
during the determination of flatwise MOE in the Wood Science Laboratory. 
For the joists, both an edgewise MOE value for each piece and a flat-
wise MOE value for increments along each joist was available. The 
edgewise MOE obtained during construction of the specimens and with the 
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joists in their final configuration, as described i n Chapter 3 (three 
nails driven through the header), was used rather than the flatwise MOE. 
Since the former were based on the actual orientation of the joist, they 
are thought to better estimate the actual MOE for the joists as used. 
The MOE values for the sheathing material, either parallel to or per-
pendicular to the face grain as needed, were provided by the Wood 
Science Laboratory. 
Shear deformations were neglected in all the MOE values used with 
the mathematical model. This was desire<l because the mathematical 
model currently does not include shear deformations directly. The 
shear deformations can be included indirectly by entering MOE values 
also determined neglecting shear deformations, values slightly below the 
true E values. Negligible errors result if the span to depth ratios, 
or alternately, the moment to shear ratios, of the materials during the 
MOE determination and in the T-beam specimen are similar, a condition 
which was met in these tests. 
The MOE values for the joists were assumed to be equal for both 
bending and axi al loading, which is equivalent to assuming the material 
is homogeneous throughout the joist depth. For the plywood, this 
condition obviously is not met, and the effect of ply thickness and 
orientation on the bending and axial stiffness must be recognized. 
The modulus of elasticity values reported for the plywood are 
gross values valid for bending only and based on the moment of inertia 
of the full measured thicknesses (1/2 in. and 3/4 in. for Douglas fir, 
3/8 in. and 5/8 in. for Engelmann spruce). These values are different 
from those valid for use with the transformed sections. Although 
modulus of elasticity values based on the transformed sections are often 
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used for plywood, the analysis programs were set up to receive gross 
MOE values based on gross section dimensions as input information. 
A parameter, k*, which converts the gross MOE values valid for bending 
to gross MOE values valid for axial load, was determined and input 
into the programs. Further explanation of this parameter k* along 
with the values computed for the various plywood species and thick-
nesses are given in Appendix G. MOE values for both the particleboard 
and plywood differed in the lengthwise and the crosswise direction 
because of the particle orientation result i ng from the production 
process and the ply orientation, respectively (18). The MOE values 
of particleboard for bending and for axial loading causing stresses in 
the same direction were assumed to be equal. 
Slip moduli for both nails and elastomeric adhesive, as determined 
by the Wood Science Laboratory, are tabulated in Appendix D. The 
actual load-slip curves are nonlinear (see Fig. 3.5), which results in 
the slip moduli values decreasing at increasing load levels. Because 
the program assumes a constant slip modu lus (an assumption equivalent 
to linear load-slip behavior), a slip value representative of the 
conditions at the desired load level must be selected. Some prelimi-
nary calculations indicated that a secant moduli up to a load level of 
between 100 to 150 pounds per nail provided good results in the working 
load range. Table 5.2 shows the slip moduli of nails and elastomeric 
adhesive used in the model verification calculations. A load level 
extending up to the upper end of the working range and corresponding to 
deflections approaching values near 1/360 of the span was selected as 
the load levels of most interest and practical importance. 
Table 5.2 Values of Slip Modulus, k 
Connector 8-d common nails Adhesive 6-d common nails 
I.Joist Douglas fir Engelmann spruce D.F., E.S. ------
Particleboard 
Sheathing D.F. E.S. D.F. E.S. D.F. E.S. 
lb/in lb/in lb/in lb/in 
lb./in./in 2 
lb/in lb/in 
k 30,000 30,000 30,000 18,000 16,000 4,000 3,000 
Note: These values are for 8 inch nail spacing. Adjustment is made in the values for other nail 
spacing due to the difference in nail loads. 
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All parameters used in the computation of deflections for each T-
beam are included in the beam configuration diagrams contained in 
Appendix E. 
The division of a typical T-beam into elements for the computation 
of the deflections by the finite element method is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Significant increases in deflections resulted from the introduction 
of open gaps in both the experimental studies and in some parameter 
studies conducted during the development of the fin i te element program. 
These observations, along with some obvious inaccuracies which arose 
when the theoretical deflections were computed with the assumption that 
the sheathing layers were continuous, showed that the effects of the 
sheathing joints present in all the specimens were sizable and had to 
be carefully modeled. 
The introduction of a flexible gap was necessary to properly 
model the glued and tightly butted sheathing joints present in most 
specimens. For computing deflections from the mathematical model, 
these joints were assumed to have finite lengths (about 1/16 to 1/8 in) 
and a low joint stiffness. MOE values for the joints were assumed and 
good results were obtained with values ranging from 500 psi for tightly 
butted joints to about 5 x 103 psi for glued joints. 
The finite element solution technique is capable of easily 
handling a true (open) gap resulting from either the joint being left 
open during construction or the sheathing being sawn later. When such a 
gap occurs in a given layer, the axial displacement in that layer is no 
longer continuous and the axial force becomes zero. 
Current studies indicate that negligi ble errors will result, for the 
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5.4 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Values 
Computed deflections and deflections observed during the 
experimental program are displayed in Appendix E for fourteen t~o- and 
three-layered T-beam specimens. The favorable comparison of these 
results forms the basis for the verification of the developed mathe-
matical model. The figures in Appendix E include, for each specimen, 
a load-deflection plot for the midspan of each joist and a deflection 
profile along the length of one joist for a selected load level. The 
load was placed at the T-beam midspan and equally shared by the two 
joists unless otherwise noted. Because specimen T3-8D16-l was the 
first T-beam constructed with elastomeric adhesive and served primarily 
as trial specimen, it was not included in the verification study. 
Examples from representative T-beams of the different configura-
tions and fastening methods included in the test program will be 
discussed at length in this section. 
The sizable effect of the sheathing joint conditions can be seen 
in Fig. 5.3. The T-beams constructed with either glued or tightly 
butted joints displayed deflections between those calculated using 
the assumptions of either no gaps or open gaps, as would be expected. 
The introduction of flexible gaps allowed the deflections of these 
T-beams. to be closely predicted. This is evident from both Fig. 5.3, 
showing results from Specimen T4 which had tightly butted joints, and 
from the load deflection plots for other specimens contained in Appendix E. 
Results from a typical two-layered nailed T-beam specimen are 
contained in Fig. 5.4. This specimen, Tl5-8El9.2-l, was constructed 
with 2x8 Engelmann spruce joists and 1/2 in thick Engelmann spruce 
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Sheathing joints were left open with a 1/16 in. gap. In the working 
load tests, this specimen was loaded at midspan up to a maximum total 
applied load of 600 pounds (300 pounds per joist) in 100 pound load 
increments. The load-deflection plot shows good agreement between the 
measured and predicted values in the working load range. The predicted 
values slightly overestimate the deflections at lower load levels and 
underestimate the observed values at higher load levels. The small 
differences are thought to have resulted from the changing connector 
slip modulus, which decreases at higher load levels and thus results in 
a smaller degree of composite action. The deflection profile presented 
shows good agreement between the computed and measured deflections not 
only at midspan but along the length of the beam. 
A 1/2 in Douglas fir particleboard was added to this specimen to 
form a three-layered system. This specimen, now designated as 
Tl5-8El9.2-2, was again loaded at midspan up to a maximum total applied 
load of 800 pounds. The nonlinear behavior was more distinct than for 
the two-layered system. This may have resulted from the effect of the 
low slip modulus value for the nails in the particleboard layer. The 
predicted values at 6 = L/500 gave good results close to the measured 
deflections. 
The sheathing-joist surface of several T-beams were connected 
with an elastomeric adhesive. Specimen T9-8Dl6-l was a typical glued 
T-beam and was composed of 2x8 Douglas fir joists and 3/4 in thick 
Douglas fir plywood. Sheathing joints located at third points of the 
span were T&G tightly butted joints. The specimen was loaded at mid-
span with 500 pound load increments to a total load of 2000 pounds. 
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deflection behavior of this beam. Again, the predicted deflections are 
slightly greater than the measured values at low load values and less 
at the higher end of the load range. In general, good agreement was 
obtained both for the center load-deflection behavior and the deflection 
profile of the beam. Further underestimation of deflections for loads 
beyond the working load range would be expected because of the nonlinear 
effect of the slip modulus of the adhesive used. 
To illustrate further the use of the mathematical model and the 
ability of the solution technique to approximate various sheathing joint 
conditions, the deflections observed for Specimen Tl2-8D16-l were 
compared to those of the computed results. This specimen was tested 
several times after successively cutting additional joints in the 
sheathing layer perpendicular to the joists at desired intervals. The 
specimen was tested first without any gaps in addition to the two 
flexible joints between the four foot wide sheathing elements. The 
sheathing was then cut at midspan and the T-beam reloaded. This 
procedure was repeated until the gaps were located at one foot inter-
vals. All loads were applied at the midspan of the specimen and were 
shared equally by each joist. 
For clarity, Fig. 5.6 shows only some selected experimental and 
computed results obtained for Specimen Tl2-8D16-l. The predicted 
values again exhibit the underestimation of the deflections beyond 
the working load range and overestimation at low load levels for 
both the uncut and with one cut at midspan cases. For the five cuts 
case, the predicted deflections agreed closely with the measured 
results even at overload conditions. For this extreme case of many 
gaps, the load applied may be considered to be carried primarily by 
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For clarity, deflections for only joist 1 of the twin- joist 
T-beams has been shown in the examples of beam verification illustrated 
above. For deflection behavior of the other joist, see Appendix E. 
Table 5.3 shows the comparison of the computed and measured 
deflections along the length of one joist in Specimen Tl5, T9, and 
Tl2, the three T-beams discussed above. The computed and observed 
centerline deflections agree within 3 percent in those thr ee t\\·o-
layered specimens. 
Table 5.4 shows the comparison of predicted and observed midspan 
deflections for all T-beam specimens tested. The comparisons are 
based on condi tions corresponding to an experimental midspan deflection 
of near L/500. The corresponding load level for each specimen is also 
shown. The last column shows the ratio of computed to observed deflec-
tions. Good agreement was generally obtained, with the predicted 
deflection averaging within 4 percent of the observed values. 
To demonstrate the ability of the mathematical model and analysis 
procedures to also predict the deflections of uniformly loaded beams, 
the model was used to compute deflections of some layered system tests 
conducted by others. Data from tests conducted by a joist manufacturer, 
including member properties and load-defl ection results were released 
for this purpose by the manufacturer. Geometry and properties used in 
obtaining the numerical computations and the results of these compari-
sons are contained in Appendix H. 
The joist element of these composite beams was an I-beam with 
l.5x2.3 inch laminated flanges connected with a rigid glue to a 3/8 in. 
thick plywood web. A layer of 5/8 in thick plywood served as a 
sheathing layer. The beam configuration and the testing setup are 
TABLE 5.3 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED DEFLECTIONS FORT-BEAMS ILLUSTRATED 
·- I Specimen Row ~:o. (dial ;.'.ltC l0cJi:i on alon, t r.c be J.:=1 lcr.i;th) 
4 6 I 7 s l 10 Remark I 
Tl5-8El9. 2-1 Measured, in 0. 2:3 .... ' 3. ~ 0 .3 27 0 .3 16 0 . 225 Loaded at mid span at 
300 lbs. loaci 
l'redict~d, in 0. 219 0.305 0.318 I 0.305 I 
0.?:9 
Di ffcrcnce;, \ I. 8 2. 9 :.7 3.5 I 2.7 
Tl5-8El9 . 2-2 Measured, in o.:~6 0.321 0.335 0.3:8 0.:?3:'. Loaded at mid span at 
400 lbs . load 
Predicted, in 0.217 0 . 302 I 0.313 0 .3<.'2 0 . 217 
Di ffere~c.::es, ', 4,0 5.9 I 6.5 ; .9 6.5 
- · 
I 
T9-8Dl6-l ~1casured, in 0.293 0 . 411 0 4n 0.414 0 .303 I Loaded at mid span at 
I 
1000 lbs. load 
Predicted, in o.:s9 Q.JOl 0.416 0.4 01 o.: s !l 
--·- · 
Oiffc:n . .-nces , \ I . 4 :.4 2 . 6 3 . I 4.6 
-----
Tl 2-8Dl6- l ~lc;1sur<:d, in o . :36 0 . 327 0 .34(' 0.:i:o 0 . 232 Lo aced at mid span at 
500 lbs. load, 1-o cut 
Predicted, in o.:34 0.32 8 O. H2 0.3:8 0 . 234 
Differenc es , \ G.8 0.3 I 0 .6 0.6 I . 0 
Tl 2-8016-1 ~lcasur('d, in 0.228 0.325 I 0.340 0 . 3:3 I 0.:24 Loaded at r.i id span at I 37~ lbs. l oad, I cu t at 
Predicted, in 0. :!:!7 0. 3:6 0.341 0.3:6 I oi-7 cen~crline - I 
Di ffcrences, \ 
I 
0.4 0.3 0.3 0.9 I. 3 
Tl 2-8D16- l Mc-asurc-ci, in 0.:10 0 . 375 0.391 0. 3i3 0.267 Loaded at :r.i d sp~n at -
I 
375 lbs load, 5 CUT:.$ at 
?redicted, in 0.2i4 0 . 382 
I 
0 . 398 0 . 382 0 . 27 ➔ I 2 foot intervals I 




TABLE 5 .4 COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS 
FOR ALL T-BEAMS TESTED 
Joist Load Observed Computed 
Specimen No. Level Deflection Deflection t:.c/t:.m Remarks 
(lbs.) t:.m (in.) t:.c (in.) 
T4-8Dl6-l 1 500 .232 0.258 1.11 2 flexible 
2 500 .309 0.361 1.17 gaps 
T4-8016-l 1 500 .262 0.262 1.00 2 open gaps 
2 500 .353 0 .349 0.99 2 open gaps 
T5-8D16-l 1 500 .338 0. 332 0.98 2 open gaps 
2 500 .354 0.341 0.96 2 open gaps 
T6-8016-l 1 640 0.300 0.280 0.93 2 flexible 
2 640 0.282 0.288 1.02 gaps 
T7-8Dl6-l 1 770 0.300 0.300 1.00 2 flexible 
2 770 0.282 0.306 1.08 gaps 
T8--8Dl6-l 1 750 0.373 0.364 0.98 2 flexible 
2 750 0.352 0.378 1.07 gaps 
T8-8D16-l 1 750 0.399 0.370 0.93 2 open gaps 
2 750 0.386 0.384 0.99 2 open gaps 
T9-8D16-l 1 750 0.314 0.312 0.99 2 flexible 
2 750 0.317 0.302 0.95 gaps 
T9-8D16-1 1 750 0.336 0.317 0.95 2 open gaps 
2 750 0.340 0.307 0.91 2 open gaps 
Tl0-12E24-1 1 1000 0.215 0.194 0.90 2 flexible 
2 1000 0.197 0.194 0.98 gaps 
T10-12E24-1 1 1000 0.252 0.253 1.00 2 open gaps 
2 1000 0.242 0.253 1. 04 2 open gaps 
Tl0-12E24-1 1 1000 0.259 0.272 1.05 5 open gaps 
2 1000 0.253 0. 271 1.07 5 open gaps 
ll-8D16-1 1 375 0.371 0.361 0.97 1 open gap 
2 375 0.348 0.353 1.01 at centerline 
Tl2-8Dl6-l 1 500 0.322 0.342 1.06 2 flexible 
2 500 0.316 0.316 1.00 gaps 
T12-8D16-1 1 375 0.340 0.34 1 1.00 1 open gap at 
2 375 0.325 0.313 0.96 centerline 
T12-8Dl6-1 1 375 0.390 0.386 0.99 3 open gaps 
2 375 0.362 0.353 0.98 3 open gaps 
T12-8D16-1 1 375 0.391 0.398 1.02 5 open gaps 
2 375 0.386 0.364 0.94 5 open gaps 
Tl3-8D16-1 1 375 0.307 0.288 0.94 2 open gaps 
2 375 0.346 0.337 0.97 2 open gaps 
T14-12D24-l 1 1000 0.184 0.181 0.98 2 open gaps 
2 1000 0.205 0. 194 0 .95 2 open gaps 
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TABLE 5.4 (Continued) 
Joist Load Observed Computed 
Specimen No. Level Deflection Deflection lic/t.m Remarks 
(lbs.) li.m (in.) !).c (in.) 
Tl4-12D24-2 1 1000 0.154 0.157 1.02 3 open gaps 
2 1000 0.167 0.166 0.99 3 open gaps 
Tl5-8El9.2-l 1 300 0.327 0.318 0.97 2 open gaps 
2 300 0.332 0.319 0.96 2 open gaps 
Tl5-8El9.2-2 1 400 0.335 0.313 0.94 5 open gaps 
2 400 0.318 0.314 0.99 5 open gaps 
Tl6-8El9.2-l 1 400 0.339 0.351 1.04 2 flexible 
2 400 0.368 0.384 1.04 gaps 
Tl6-8El9.2-2 1 500 0.357 0.367 1.03 3 flexible 




shown in Fig. 5.7. Pieces of plywood 12x48 inches in size were 
placed with the grain face direction perpendicular to the joist. The 
plywood and I-section layers were connected with either 8-penny nails 
at 12 inch spacing or were both nailed and glued with an elastomeric 
adhesive*. The tongue and groove joints were glued in the glued-
nailed specimens only. 
To simulate the uniformly distributed loading case desired, loads 
were applied at 12 inch intervals using one-inch diameter hydraulic 
cylinder, each loading a six-inch diameter plate. The beam was simply 
supported at both ends by a 4 inch long bearing pad resting atop a 
roller. Lateral supports were placed at several points along the 
beam to prevent lateral movement. 
Fig. 5.8 shows the load-deflection behavior of the manufacturer's 
specimen No. 1. The specimen was constructed with a 20 in deep I-beam 
24 feet in length. The sheathing was nailed to the I-joist and 
contained tightly-butted tongue and groove joints. The beam behavior 
was inbetween the computed deflections with gaps and without gaps in 
the sheathing layer. 
For both the T-beams tested as a part of this project and for one 
available series of beams tested by others, the deflections computed 
with the developed mathematical model were generally very close to 
those observed during tests of the actual specimen. These favorable 
comparisons demonstrate the validity of the mathematical model and 
show that the behavior of non-rigidly connected composite beams can 
now be closely predicted over a wide range of conditions. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A brief discussion on the development of the mathematical model 
to predict the deflections of wood joist T-bearn systems has been 
presented. This model is based on a small deflection theory for 
layered beams with interlayer slip considered . A finite element 
solution technique developed during the overall research effort on 
joist floor systems was used in this project to compute the theoreti-
cal deflections for two and three layered systems with variable 
material properties along the length of the beam. 
Fourteen twin T-beams were constructed and tested to allow 
experimental demonstration of the validity of this mathematical model. 
This verification was the primary objective of the research effort 
described in this report. The T-beams were built from pieces of 
lumber and sheathing material having known material properties. 
Properties for each piece were individually determined by the Wood Science 
Laboratory at the Colorado State University campus. The joist modulus 
of elasticity values were also determined during the specimen construc-
tion. For these tests, the joists were bent about their strong axis, 
as they would e loaded in the T-beam configuration, rather than 
about the weak axis (flatwise bending) as was used at the Wood Science 
Laboratory. Of the T-beams constructed and tested, eleven T-beams were 
two-layered systems and three were three-layered systems. Most T-
beams were constructed with nails connecting the joist and sheathing 
layers, while selected T-beams were connected with elastomeric 
adhesive. 
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A concentrated load within the working load range was applied at 
the midspan of the beam for most cases. Deflections were obtained from 
dial deflection gages mounted underneath the joists at selected loca-
tions. Loadings other than at midspan were applied for selected 
specimens. 
Verification of the developed mathematical model was achieved by 
the favorable comparison between the measured deflections and those 
computed from the mathematical model using the known T-beam geometry 
and material properties. To further verify this mathematical model, 
results from tests conducted by a joist manufacturer and using uniform 
loading were compared with those computed from this mathematical model. 
In general, test results showed good agreement with the predicted 
values from the mathematical model for loads in the working load range. 
The predicted values for some specimens with glued and nonglued tongue 
and groove sheathing joints deviated some from the experimental results. 
These differences were believed to have resulted primarily from the 
unknown but varying tightness of the sheathing joints. To model the 
effects of these joints, short finite elements with low modulus of 
elasticity values were used in the mathematical model. Further studies 
on the behavior of sheathing joints are necessary to allow the 
properties of the sheathing joints to be better defined and more 
accurately entered into the model. 
The predicted deflection values slightly underestimated most test 
results at overload levels. This resulted from the linear model not 
being able to follow the nonlinear response of the T-beams resulting 
primarily from the decreasing slip modulus of the connectors with 
increasing load. Modification of the mathematical model to include 
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nonlinear load-slip characteristics is recommended and would result in 
theoretical values which better match the experimental results over a 
wide range of load levels, including overloads. 
Other effects which could be responsible for a small portion of 
the deviation between theoretical and observed deflections arise from 
practical difficulties in precisely defining, for use in the analysis 
programs, the specimen properties at the time of testing. Among these 
are effects arising from small dimensional changes due to temperature 
or moi sture content changes in the wood, localized defects in the 
materials, and the restraints at the T-bearn supports. Errors resulting 
from assuming a fully effective flange are thought to be small. 
In conclusion, the verification studies demonstrated that the 
developed mathematical model for multilayered beams with interlayer 
slip closely predicts the load-deflection behavior of two- and three-
layer T-beams over a wide range of specimen configurations and material 
properties for loads in the range of interest in working load design 
procedures. This verification of the model now opens the way for 
further development and use of the model to more realistically analyze 
and design wood joist structural systems wi th the composite nature 
being properly recognized. This rational analysis procedure, when 
fully developed, will allow more economical design and more efficient 
use of materials. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROPERTIES OF JOISTS 
APPENDIX A PROPERTIES OF JOISTS 
Specimen 
Joist Dimension *Average Flat- **Edgewise MOE 10
6 psi 
wise MOE 




No lat. supp. With Header With Header 
1 nail 3-nail 
T3-8Dl6-l DW-S-08-33 1.495 7 .153 1.938 2 . 402 2.320 
DW-S-08-39 1.475 7 .1 90 1. 964 1. 850 1. 811 
T4-8Dl6-l DW-S-08-37 1.468 7 .145 1.766 2.206 2 . 429 
DW-S-08-43 1.488 7.210 1.696 2 .131 2.269 
T5-8Dl6-l DW-S-08-27 1.490 7.137 1. 481 1.656 1.847 
DW-S-08-34 1.491 7.163 1. 448 1. 765 1. 774 
T6-8Dl6-l DW-S-08-15 1.468 7.187 1.799 2.181 2.330 
DW-S-08-23 1.475 7.092 1.798 2.062 2.349 
T7-8Dl6-l DW-S-08-45 1.503 7.209 1.787 1.883 2.141 
DW-S-08-58 1.478 7 .170 1. 791 2.027 2 .1 52 
T8-8Dl6-l DW-S-08-22 1.476 7.251 1.739 1. 757 1. 628 1. 805 
DW-S-08-29 1.429 7 .1 95 1.793 1. 879 1.535 1. 744 I 
I 
T9-8Dl6-l DW-S-08-12 1.496 7. 217 1.880 1. 981 2.074 2.269 
DW-S-08-05 1.443 7. 130 1.830 2.395 2.478 2 . 566 
Tl0-12E24-l EC-S-12 - 05 1.492 11.210 1.068 1.124 1.076 1.269 
I 
I 
APPENDIX A (Continued) 
*Average Flat- **Edgewise MOE 10
6 psi 
Specimen Joist Dimension wise MOE No lat. supp. With Header With Header 
No. Joist No. w 1.n h in 10
6 
psi 1 nail 3-nail 
Tl0-12E24-l EC-S-12-04 1.503 11.205 .988 1.243 1. 217 1.261 
Tll-8Dl6-l DW-N-08-52 1.500 7.231 .853 .929 .968 .975 
DW-N-08-47 1.480 7.092 .933 .993 1.074 1.088 
Tl2-8Dl6-l DW-N-08-51 1.480 7. 048 .838 1.178 1. 249 1. 24 9 
DW-N-08-55 1.491 7.232 .937 1. 222 1. 261 1. 261 
Tl3-8Dl6-l DW-N-08-21 1 . 494 7.226 1.174 1.357 1. 342 
DW-N-08-49 1.496 7.268 1.021 1. oss l.077 
Tl4 - 12D24-l DW-S-12-21 1.488 11.115 1. 296 1. 740 1.845 1.883 
DW-S-12-23 1.507 11.156 1.290 1.586 1.667 1. 715 
Tl5-8El9.2-l EK-S-08-01 1.494 7 .139 .769 1.051 1.161 1.191 
EK-S-08-09 1.500 7 .197 .781 1.054 1.106 1.151 
Tl6-8El9.2-l EC-S-08-06 1.454 7 .115 1.033 1. 425 1.500 
EK-N-08-13 1.465 7.091 1.026 1.261 
I 
1. 261 
*Det.ermined by the Wood Science Laboratory. Refer to Section 3. 2. 1 for description of tests• 




PROPERTIES OF SHEATHING 
APPENDIX B PROPERTIES OF SHEATHING* 
E..:L** E.1** G 
Nominal 
106 psi 
5 . 105 psi Specimen No. Sheet No. Dimension 10 psi 
T3-8Dl6-l DP-34-27 4'x8'x3/4" 1.341 4.870 0.7870 
DP-34-28 4'x8'x3/4" 1.133 5.418 0.8184 
T4-8Dl6-l DP-34-25 4'x8'x3/4" 1.283 5.5 0 0.8829 
T5-8D16-l DP-34-21 4'x8'x3/4" 1.499 5.390 0.8613 
T6-8Dl6-l DP-34-20 4'x8'x3/4" 1. 249 6.008 0. 8872 
T7-8Dl6-l DP-34-22 4'x8'x3/4" 1.369 5.300 0.8641 
T8-8Dl6-l DP-34-17 4'x8'x3/4" 1.243 4.912 0.8901 
T9-8Dl6-l DP-34-18 4'x8'x3/4" 1. 270 5.352 0.8389 
T10 - 12E24-l DP-34-10 4'x8'x3/4" 1.235 5.463 0.8025 
DP-34-13 4'x8'x3/4" 1. 513 5.516 0.9863 
Tl l-8Dl6-l DP-34-8 4'x8'x3/4" 1.247 5.326 0.7421 
Tl2-8Dl6-l DP - 34-12 4'x8'x3/4" 1.513 5.581 0.8251 
Tl3-8Dl6-l EP-58-28 4'x8'x3/4" 1. 281 4.323 0.9537 
Tl4-12D-24-l DP-12-02 4'x8'xl/2" 1. 721 2.563 1.351 
DP-12-03 4'x8'xl/2" 1 .. 664 2.236 1.504 
Tl4-12D-24-2 DB-12-19 4'x8'xl/2" . 5782 4.494 1. 719 
DB-12-20 4'x8'xl/2" .5837 4.367 1.806 
Tl5-8El9.2-l EP-12-02 4'x8'xl/2" 1 .411 2. 221 2.224 
EP-12-03 4'x8'xl/2" 1.390 2.157 2.246 
Grade 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-lNT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
Tongue and groove, STD-INT 
(exterior glue) 
STD-INT (intermed. glue) 
STD-INT (jntermed. glue) 
Floor underlayment 
Floor underlayment 
STD-INT (exterior glue) 




APPENDIX ~ (Continued) 
Nominal E.u** 
E j_** G 
Specimen No. Sheet No. Dimension 106 psi 105 psi 10
5 
psi Grade 
Tl5-8El9.2-2 DB-12-19 4'x8'xl/2" .5782 4.494 1. 719 Floor underlayment 
DB-12-20 4'x8'xl/2" .5837 4.367 1 . 806 Floor underlayment 
DB-12-21 4'x8'xl/2" .5447 4.290 1.702 Floor underlayment 
Tl6-8El9. 2-1 EP-12-03 4'x8'xl/2" 1.390 2 .157 2.246 STD-INT (exterior glue) 
EP-12-04 4'x8'xl/2" 1.360 2.287 2.058 STD-INT (exterior glue) 
Tl6-8El9.2-2 DB-12-7 4'x8'xl/2" .4486 3.331 1. 773 Floor underlayment 
DB-12-10 4'x8'xl/2" .4869 3.808 1.657 Floor underlayment 
* See Section 3.2.1 for description of testing procedure. 
**E values are valid for bending and based on gross section dimensions, see Section 5. 





STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FLATWISE AND EDGEWISE MOE OF JOISTS 
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APPENDIX C 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FLATWISE AND EDGEWISE MOE OF JOISTS 
Correlation coefficients were computed and analyses of variance 
carried out to determine the degree of relationship between flatwise 
and edgewise MOE values. A simple linear regression analysis of edge-
wise MOE (Y) on flatwise MOE (X) was also computed such that the edge-
wise MOE can be predicted if the flatwise MOE is given. Table C.l s . ows 
a summary of the regression analysis including the regression equations, 
F values, and coefficient of correlation (r)* for 2x8 and 2xl2 Douglas 
fir and Engelmann spruce joists used in the construction of both T-beam 
and floor system specimens. 
Scatter diagrams, Fig. C.l through Fig. C.7, show the edgewise 
MOE versus flatwise MOE of joists at different end conditions. The 
regression lines and their corresponding equations are also shown in 
l 
the diagrams. The flatwise MOE values used were corrected for shear 
deformations, while those resulting from edgewise loadings were not. 
Results from previous studies on the relationship between flatwise 
and edgewise MOE values are available. The r value for flatwise versus 
edgewise MOE values reported in Hoerber's work (12) is 0.82. Hilbrand 
and Miller's found an average value of 0.85 (11). These are about the 
same magnitudes as shown in Table C.l. 
*Coefficient of correlation, r, is the measure of the degree of linear 
dependence of Yon X. An r value of 1 indicates a perfect linear 
dependence with Y increasing with X, while r = 0 indicates no detect-
able linear dependence. 
TABLE C .1. SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR EDGEWI SE MOE (Y) ON FLATWISE MOE (X) 
Joist Type End Condition Regression Equation d . f. * F r Sig. at 
a = 0. OS 
2x8 
Douglas fir A y = 0.423xl0 6 psi+0.912X so 88.35 0.802 yes 
B y 6 = 0.873xl0 + 0.700X 27 23.18 0.687 yes 
C y 6 = 0.435xl0 + 0.94SX 72 99.12 0.763 yes 
2x8 
6 Engelmann spruce A y = 0.223xl0 + 0.920X 34 61.82 0 . 807 yes 
B y 6 = 0.455xl0 + 0. 771X 15 70.20 0.913 yes 
C y 6 0.874X 28 43.52 0.786 I-' = 0 . 348xl0 + yes 0 
tJ1 
2xl2 
Douglas f:ir A y =l.048xl0 6 + 2.090X 10 17.21 0.810 yes 
B y 6 2.931X 8 27.94 0.894 =-l.977xl0 + yes 
C y 6 =-2.24Sxl0 + 3.160X 8 47.00 0.933 yes 
2xl2 
6 Engelmann spruce C Y = 0.346xl0 + 0.932X 12 12.86 0.734 yes 
Note: 
End condition A = no lateral support along the joist 
B = with header attached at ends and driven one 16 d nail at mid-depth of the joist end 
C = with header attached at ends and driven three 16 d nails 





































0 End conditions: 
No lotcrol 5uppor t 
I.OJO 0 
fy ___ ,_o ______ __._ _______ ---'---------' X 
1.0 1.5 2 .0 2 .5 
FIGURE C. I 
Flatwi&3 MOE, 106 psi 
EDGEWISE MOE VS. FL~TWISE MOE FOR 




































End cond it ions : 




'fA,... ___ .....L. _______ __Jt..,__ _______ -l--_______ __.__x 
2.5 1.0 1.5 2 .0 
FIGURE C.2 
Flatwise MOE, I 0
6 
psi 
EDGEWISE MOE VS. FLATWISE MOE FOR 







































s 0 0 











0 0 I <c~o 00 






End cond ition s : 
0 
With header + 3 r,oils 
----x 
1.5 2.0 2.5 
Flatwise MOE, 106 psi 
' EDGEWISE MOE VS. FLATWISE MOE FCF( 
2 x 8 DOUGLAS FIR JOIST 
109 




6 + 0.920X 
Cl) 
a. 









'i 0 0 cu 
DI 
CD "O w 1.0 
0 
0 
End conditions : 
No lateral support 
o.5L---------.i.._---------'--------x 




FIGURE C.4 EDGEWISE MOE VS. FLATWISE MOE FOR 





















Y= 0.348xl06 + 0.874X 
t:,,. 
t:,. 
Y= 0.455xl06 + 0 .771 X 
-a 
t:,,. -~ 
• t:,. ~ A A 
• t:,. 
End conditions : 
• With header+ I nail 
6 With header + 3 nails 
0.5L------------L---------_._ ____ _ 
0.5 1.0 
6 
Flotwise MOE, 10 psi 
1.5 
FIGURE C.5 EDGEWISE MOE VS. FLATWISE MOE FOR 

























Y=- l.048xta6 + 2.090X 
End conditions : 
o No lateral support 
A With header + I nail 
o With header+ 3 nails 
1.0.....___ ______ ........_ ______ __._ x 
1.0 f.5 2.0 
Flotwise MOE , IO
6
psi 
FIGURE C.6 EDGEWISE MOE VS. FLATWISE MOE FOR 




Y= 0.346xl0 + 0.932X 









CD End codltions: 
C, 
"0 1.0 0 w With header + 3 nails 
0 
0.5 ,..__ ______ ...,__ ______ .....1...._ X 
0.5 1.0 1.5 
Flatwise MOE , 10
6 
psi 
FIGURE C.7 EDGEWISE MOE VS. FLATWISE MOE FOR 
2xl2 ENGELMANN SPRUCE JOIST 
APPENDIX D 
AVERAGE CONNECTOR SLIP MODULI VALUES 
APPENDIX D AVERAGE cos:--ccroR SLIP mDULI \'AWES 
Load Douglas fir Joist DF Joist DF Joist ES Joist ES Joist Joist Joist 1/2" DF Particleboard l>F .Toi s t 
Level Douglas fir PlywooJ 3/4" DF 3/4" ES 3/4" ES 3/4" DF 1/2" DF 1/2" ES 1/2" DF 1/2" ES DF Ply\..OOJ 
lb. Parallel Perpendicular Plywood Plywood Plywood Plywood Plywood Plywood Plywood Plywood ' 
to veneer to veneer i 
8d cement-coated 8d common 6d common Glue I 
lb/ in. lb/in. lb/in. lb/in./b. 2 
Average tangent moduli 
KT 25 93,200 3,280 69,800 59,400 36,300 48,000 29,025 32,900 3,920 3,900 46,800 
KT so 58,900 3,540 56,400 33,700 32,500 25,500 15,070 13,800 · 3,870 3,930 36,700 
KT 100 16,200 3,570 27,300 10,500 10,300 14,200 3,300 3,620 3,370 2,340 7,810 
KT 150 6,080 2,890 20,000 4,160 3,700 4,900 1,217 2,300 2,460 1,010 2,750 
Average secant moduli I I 
KS ~5 --- --- 75,900 56,800 52,700 63,100 29 , 475 31,120 4,000 3,780 39,4 00 
KS 50 83,400 3,260 73,500 53,700 39,000 45, 200 23,900 21,360 3,900 3,810 37,300 
KS 100 41,900 3,420 49,200 25 ,300 23 , 000 30,100 9,583 8,922 3,780 3,450 24,000 
KS 150 --- --- 31,200 12,200 11,300 12,800 3,958 4,502 3,480 2,560 8,44 0 
Note : All values from tests conducted by the lfood Science Laboratory, see Section 3.3. 
APPENDIX E 
SPECIMEN CONFIGURATION AND COMPARISON OF 
PREDICTED AND OBSERVED DEFLECTIONS 
I' 
(, 
Row 01 03 II 13 
_j_ ------~----~------'---,;;-------+---....----, =oo J 02 --- ---------------------~--~~graindim~~fplywood __ _ 
---j_ --- --------------------------
A B ,- . I 
'::=2'-0" .,.. a'-o" ----++-•  2'-o'~ l,or------------ 12 1- 0 II 7 CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 
Test sequence Des cription of specimen 





E = 2. 32xl06 psi 
E = l.8llxlo6 psi 




EJL =l.133xl06 psi 
EJL = 1. 34lxl06 
Connector: Franklin Construction Adhesive 




P = 1000 lb 
Loaded at row 09 with loads same in 
Loaded at row 11 with loads same as 
Cut gaps at rows 03 and 11, repeated 
test 1. 
Fig . E.l Configuration and Properties of Specimen T3-8Dl6-l 
1 
in 1 





A B C 
T':I: ~~-4-'-o_"-=--=--.. _~~==~:-~•.,===·1=· =-4•_-o_"===:I CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 
Description of Specimen : Test sequence: 
Joist: 2x8 Douglas fir 1. Loaded at row 07 with L'. P = 250 lb up to 
JOl DW-S-08-37 E = 2. 429xl06 psi 
J02 DW-S-08-43 E = 1. 694xl06 psi 







s E-L= S.SOxlO psi 
Connector: 8-d common nails, spacing @ 8" 
Sheathing joints: Tongue & groove, tightly butted. 
Slip modulus: k = 30,000 lb/in 
p = 1000 
2. Loaded at row 09 with loads same in 
3. Loaded at row 11 with loads same in 
4. Cut gaps ~trows OS and 09; repeated 
tests 1, 2 and 3 
5. Failure test: loaded at row 07; J02 
failed at P = 4000 lbs. 































/ 400 I I 







II 1/ --- Computed without gaps - Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps 





o _________ _,__ _________ .....__ __ _ 
0 0.05 0.1 0 .1 5 0.2 0.25 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load-Deflection Behavior 
Figure E.3. Beam Verification - T4-8D16-l 





























0 0 0 0 















I I I . 1/ --Computed without gaps 
- Computed w/ 2 flexibe gaps 







o ___ __._ __ ........... ___ ......_ __ ...__ _ __._ __ ___._ _ _ 
0 0.05 0 .1 0.15 0 .2 0 .25 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b ). Load -deflection Behavior 
Figure E.4. Beam Verification - T4-8016-l 



























400 1/ , 0 
300 1/ , 
0 
- Computed w/ 2 gaps 
, 
200 y - ·- Joist alone Q Measured 
, 
100 7 , 
0 
0 0.05 0 .1 0.15 0 .2 0.25 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.5. Beam Verification - T4-8D16-l 



























- Computed w/ 2 gaps 
- ·- Joist alone 
0 Measured 
0 .1 0 .2 0.3 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b ). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.6. Beam Verification - T4-8D16-l 
J02 with Gaps 







~ain directi plywood -w 
t 
_L_ 
=oo A B 
' I: 41-011 ·I~ 4'-o" ~1~ 12'-o" 
TOP VIEW 
Description of sEecimen: 
Joist: 2x8 Douglas fir 
JOI DW-S-08-27 E 6 psi = 1.847xl0 
J02 DW-S-08-34 E = 1. 774xl06 








EJ...= 5.39xl0 psi 
Connector: 8-d common nail spacing at 8" 
Sheathing Joints: T&G with 1/16" gap 









I a"l16" I a'l 
I 
D u 
:I CROSS SECTION 
Test sequence 
1. Loaded at row 07 with tiP = 250 lb up to 
P = 1000 lbs. 
2. Loaded at row 09 with loads same in 
3. Loaded at row 11 with loads same in 
4. Cut gaps at rows OS and 09; repeated 
tests from 1 to 3 
1 
1 
5. Failure test: Pat row 07; JOI failed 
at P = S500 lbs. 

































, - Computed w/ 2 gaps 





o _______ ..__ _____________ ..._ __ _ 
0 0 .1 0 .2 
Centerline Deflec1ion, in. 
( b). Load- deflection Behavior 
Figure E.8. Beam Verification - TS-8016-1 





























Deflection Prof ile 
at Midspan 
13 
at 500 lbs. Load 
Computed w/ 2 gaps 
Joist alone 
0 Measured 
o _______ ,...__ _____ ..._ ______ ..._ __ _ 
0 0 .1 0.2 0 .3 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.9. Beam Verification - TS-8D16-1 
J02 with Gaps 
Row 01 05 09 




I: 4'- o" ~I- 4- o" ~I• ,2~011 
TOP VIEW 




2x8 D.ouglas fir 
DW-S-08-15 
DW-S-08-23 
E = 2.330x lo! psi 
E = 2.349xl0 psi 




DP-34 - 20 
DP-34 - 20 
DP-34-20 
5 E~= 6.008xl0 psi 
Connector: 8- d common nails spaci ng at 8" 
Sheathing Joints: T&G tightly butted 











Loaded at row 07 with controlling 6 = 
for each increment, up to 6 = 0 .4" 
Repeated test 1 for five times 
3. Failure test with Pat row 07; .JOl 
failed at P = 5900 lbs. 

































- - - Computed without gaps 






0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
{ b). Load- deflec1ion Behavior 
Figure E.11. Beam Verification - T6-8D16-l 




0 0.2 -(.) 
Cl) 

















Deflection Profile at 640 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 
/---Computed without gaps 
- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps 
- ·- Joist alone 
O Measured 
0----------------------------' 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.12. Beam Verification - T6-8D16-l 









A B C 
1
1---: - 4'-0'-' ---~ I-• -4-o"--•1.-----4'-o"----,:1 
... --------------12'- o" CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen: 





6 E = 2.14lxl06 psi E = 2.152xl0 psi 









Connector: 8-d common nails spacing at 2" 
Sheathing Joints: T&G tightly butted 




Loaded at row 07 with controlling~= 
for ecach increment, up to~= 0.4" 
Repeated test 1 for five times 
3. Failure test with Pat row 07; J0l 
failed at P = 7500 lbs. 
























001 07 13 
0.2 
0.4 
(a). Deflection Profile at 770 lbs. 








I / I 
I / 600 I I 
I / I . 
400 
- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps 
- ·- Joist alone 
200 
I . 0 Measured /,1/ t. 
# o----~ ____ _,__ ____ L..-___ -1.. ____ ..J 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 
Centerline Deflection , in. 
( b ). Load- deflection Behavior 
Figure E.14. Beam Verification - T7-8D16-l 























(a}. Deflection Profile at 770 lbs. 






-- -Computed without gaps 
- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps 
- ·- Joist alone 
200 
O Measured 
o ____ _..... ____ ..__ ___ __._ ___ ...._ ___ _ 
0 QI Q2 Q3 Q4 
Centerline Deflect ion, in. 
( b}. Load- deflection Beh,ovior 
Figure E.15. Beam Verification - T7- 8D16-1 
J02 with Butted T&G Joints 
0.5 




TBG tightly butted 
J02 
A B C 
r:--4•-0 .. --·--1•-4·-o··----+-'►~---4•-o·-• --:1 ""'·---------------12·- 0 11-------------.-.-,-
roP VIEW 
GROSS SECTION 




2x8 Douglas fir 
DW-S-08-22 
DW-S-08-29 
6 E = l.80Sxl0
6 
psi 
E = l.744xl0 psi 







s El = 4.912xl0 psi 
Connector: Franklin Construction Adhesive and 8d 
common nails spaced at 8" 
Sheathing Joints: T&G tightly butted 




Loaded at row 07 with ~p = 500 lb up to 
P = 2500 lbs 
Repeated test 1 for three times 
3. Cut gaps at rows OS and 09; repeated 
test 1 
4. Gaps filled with wood strip and repeated 
test 1 
5. Test to failure: Pat row 07; JOI failed 
at P = 5900 lbs. 



























........... ....... --....._ ------
(a). Deflection Profile at 750 lbs. 






---Computed without gaps 
- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps 
- -- Joist alone 
O Measured 
0.1 0 .2 0.3 0.4 
Centerline De·flection, in. 
(b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.17. Beam Verificat i on - TS-8D16-1 





0 0.2 -0 
Cl) 

















Deflection Profile at 














/I ./--Computed without gaps 
/ / - Computed w/ 2 f lexible gaps 
/ / - -- Joist alone / 1/. O Measured 
I . 
0 - ---___._ ____ ...__ __ _.. ____ ..1...-___ ~ 
0 0.1 0.2 0 .3 0.4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b ). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.18. Beam Verification - T8-8D16-l 






















(a). Deflec1ion Profile at 750 lbs. 






• /_ Computed w/ 2 gaps 
/ -·-Joist alone 
/ O Measured 
200 
o ____ _._ ____ ......._ __ ____.....__ __ __.__ __ ___. 
0 0.1 0.2 0 .3 Q4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b ). Load deflection Behavior 
Figure E.19. Beam Verification - TB-8D16-1 






















(a). Deflection Profile at 750 lbs. 





- Computed w/ 2 gaps 
- ·- .Joist alone 
0 Measured 
0.1 0. 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load deflection Behavior 
Figure E.20. Beam Verification - T8-8D16-l 













~ -----4'...011----l•-4'-011·-------i.-l--• -4'-011-~ r .... --------------, 2·- 0 11 -----------...;~- CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen: 
Joist: 2x8 Douglas fir 
JOl DW-S-08-12 
6 
psi E = 2.269xl06 
J02 DW-S-08-05 E = 2.566xl0 
Sheathing: 3/4" D.F. Plywood 
A DP-34-18 
13 DP-34-1 8 
5 EJ._= 5.352xl05 psi 
EJ._~ 5.352xl05 psi Ej__= S.352xl0 psi C DP-34-18 
Connector: Franklin Construction Adhesive 
Sheathing Joints: T&G tightly butted 
? 
Slip Modulus: k = 16,000 lh/in-
Test sequence 
1. Loaded at row 07 with t P = 500 lbs up to 
P = 2500 lbs 
2. Repeated test 1 for five t imes 
3. Cut gcips at rows OS and 09; reloaded same 
as in 1 
4. Gaps fiiled with wood s trip; r epeated 
test 1 
5. Gaps filled; repeated test 1 up to 
P = 4000 lbs 
6. Test to failure: Pat row 07; J02 cracked 
and completely f~iled at P = 10,000 lbs. 
7 . Test to failure for single T, JOI failure 
load= 5000 lh s 





















(a). Deflection Profile at 1000 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 
1000 0 
800 / , 
600 / 
400 
--- Computed without gaps 
- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps 
- ·- Joist alone 
O Measured 
200 
o ____ _...._ ___ ..._ ___ __._ _________ _ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load- deflection Behavior 
Fi gure E.22. Beam Verification - T9-8D16-1 

























( a). Deflection Profile at 1000 lbs. 









--- Computed withou t gaps 
- Computed w/ 2 f lexible gaps 
- -- Joist alone 
O Measured 
0.1 02 0 .3 0.4 0 .5 
Centerline Def le ct ion, in. 
( b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.23. Beam Verificat i on - T9- 8016-l 





0 .2 -0 
G> 
..... 
















0 o 0 
13 
(a). Deflection Profile at 1000 lbs. 
Load a1 Midspan 
0 
/ 
- Computed w/ 2 gaps 
--- Joist alone 
0 Measured 
0.1 0.2 0 .3 0.4 0.5 
Center I ine Deflection , in. 
( b). Load - deflection Behavior 
Figure E.24. Beam Verificat i on - T9-8016-l 



















0 o 0 
(a). Deflection Profile at 1000 lbs. 









0 .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centarline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E. 25. Beam Verification - T9-8D16-l 
JOl with Gaps 
Row 01 05 09 13 
t T8G glued 
J02 ------
---------
A B C 
-i- r:--4'-o'-' -•-+-1•--4'-o"----•1--· -4'-o"---~ 
.,. _____________ 12'-d' -------------~ CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen: 






E = l.269xl06 psi E = 1. 26lxl0 








Connector: 8-d common nails spaced at 8" 
Sheathing Joints: · glued T & G 
~ Slip Modulus: k = 30,000 lb/in 
Test sequence 
1. Loaded at row 07 with ~p = 1000 lbs up to 
P = 4000 lbs. Repeated three times 
2. Cut gaps at rows 05 and 09, loaded at row 
07 with ~p = 500 up to P = 2000 lbs. 
Repeated twice. 
3. Cut gaps at 2-foot intervals and loaded 
as in 2 
4 . Cut gaps at 1 foot intervals and loaded 
as in 2 
5. Cut gaps at 6 in intervals and loaded as 
in 2 but Pmax = 3000 lbs 
6. Test to failure: loaded at row 07; both 
joists failed at P = 5500 lbs. 



























Deflection Profile at 7 50 I bs. 
Load at Midspan 
0 
-- - Computed without gaps 
-- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps 
--- Joist alone 
o Measured 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load- deflection Behavior 
Figure E.27. Beam Verification - Tl0-12E24-l 

























Deflection Profile at 750 lbs. 




-- Computed w/ 2 fle)(ible gaps 
- ·- Joist alone 
o Measured 
0 ,.__ ___ ___._ ___ _.__ ___ ..__ ___ ---1.. ____ _, 
0 0.1 0.2 0 .3 0.4 
Centerline Deflect ion, in. 
( b). Load- deflection Behavior 
Figure E.28. Beam Verification - Tl0-12E24-l 





0. 1 0 -0 












(a). Deflection Profile at 750 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 
- Computed w / 2 gaps 
Joist alone 
0 Measured 
0 .1 0 .2 0 .3 0.4 0 .5 
Center! ine Deflection, in. 
{b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.29. Beam Veri fi cati on - Tl0-12E24-l 


























Deflection Profile at 750 
Load at Midspan 





0 ____ __. ____ __._ ___ __,__ ___ ...,__ __ ___, 
0 0 .1 0 .2 0 .3 0.4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.30. Beam Verification - Tl0-12E24-l 
J02 with Gaps 
0.5 
Row 0 1 05 09 13 
' 
T SG glued 
J02 --------- -
JOI ------- ----------------- ------- -------
A B C 
I: 4'-d'-----1 .. ---I. - 4' - o'-' --~--• - 4'- o"-:1 1-<--1--- --------- I 2'- 0 11 --------------,-- CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 




2x8 Doug l as fir 
DW-N - 08-52 
DW-N-08-47 
6 E = 0 . 97Sx l 06 psi E = l.088xl0 





DP - 34-8 
DP-34-8 
s S.326xl0i; psi 
S.326xl05 psi S.326xl0 psi 
Connect or: Franklin Construction Adhesive 
Sheathi ng Join t s : glued T&G 





Loaded a t row 07 with 6P = 250 l b up to 
P = 1500 lb . Repeated twice 
Cut gap at midspan and l oaded at row 07 
with 6P = 250 up to P = 1000 l bs 
Loaded at row OS with 6P = 250 up to 
P == 125 0 lbs 
Test to failure: 
6P = 500 up to P = 
250 up to failure . 
3750 lbs . 
loaded at row 07 with 
1500 lbs.; then 6P = 
JOI failed at P = 
























Load at Midspan 
13 
at 375 lbs. 
0 
- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps + 
I cut at midspan 
-·- Joist alone 
O Measured 
0----------......_ ____ __._ ___ ......._ __ ___. 
0 0 .1 0 .2 0.3 0.4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b ). Load-deflection Behavior 

























(a). Deflection Profile at 375 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 
- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps + 
I cut at midspan 
-·- Joist alone 
o Measured 
0.1 0 .2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load- deflection Behavior 
Figure E.33. Beam Verification - Tll-8D16-1 
J02 





A B C 
r:- 4'-o''--------+•I-" -4'-d'------1~--4'-o'-' ----:1 .... ------------- 12'-o" -------------- CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen: 
Joist: 2x8 Douglas fir 
JOl DW-N-08-51 E 6 = l .249xlo
6 J02 DW-N-08-55 E = l.26lxl0 







5 E.1 = 5 . 58lxl05 
E.1= 5.58l xl05 





Connec tor: 8-d common na i l s spaced at 611 
Sheathing Joints: T&G g lued 
Slip Modulus: k = 38,000 lb/i n 
Test sequence 
1. Loaded at row 07 with 6P = 250 lb up to 




Cut gap at row 07 and tested as in 1 
Cut gaps at rows 05 and 09 (total 3 cuts), 
loaded a t row 07 with 6P = 25 0 1 b up to 
P = 1000 lbs 
Loaded a t rows 03 and 04 with center gap 
filled; Pmax = 1000 lb s 
5. Cut gaps a t 2-foot intervals and l oaded as 
in 3 
6. Cut gaps a t 1-foot intervals and loaded at 
row 07 wi th P = 750 lbs 
7 . Cut gaps a t 6 in i nt e rvals and l oaded as 
in 6. 
























(a). Deflection Profile at 500 lbs. 




200 --- Computed without gaps 
--Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps 
- ·-Joist alone 
O Measured 
oa:;....,_ __ ___._ ____________ .__ ___ ___._ __ ~ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b ). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.35. Beam Verification - Tl2-8D16-l 

















01 07 13 0 
0.2 
0.4 
(a). Deflection Profile at 500 lbs. 





--- Computed without gaps 
200 - Computed w/ 2 flexible oops 
- ·- Joist alone 
o Measurod 
o-.,, 0.2 o.3 o.4 o.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load-deflection Behavior 
FIGURE E.36 BEAM VERIFICATION - Tl2- 8016-1 

























(a). Deflection Profile at 500 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 
0 
- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps -+ 
I cut at midspan 
--- Joist alone 
0 Measured 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load- deflection Behavior 
Figure E.37. Beam Verification - Tl2-8D16-l 





0 0.2 -u 
Q) 

















(a). Deflection Profile at 500 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 
0 
-- Computed w/ 2 flexible g ops + 
- -- I cut at midspan 
O Joist alone 
0.1 0 .2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.38. Beam Verification - Tl2-8D16-l 
J02 with Gap 





T ----------- - ------------------
w 
_L_ JOI ---------- --
CX) A B C 
t 4'-0-"--•---I .... ,___ _ 4' - o''---;'"-1-- -4- o"-----
---------------1 2'- o" ---------------◄ I: CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen : 
Joist: 2x8 Douglas fir 
JOl DJV-N-08 - 21 E = 1. 342xl0! psi 
J02 DW-N -08-49 E = 1. 077x l0 
Sheathing: 3/4" F.. s. Pl ywood 
A EP-58-28 E.L= 
5 
psi 4.323xlo5 
B EP-58-28 E ..L= 4. 323xl05 psi C EP-58-28 E1_= 4 . 323xl0 psi 
Connector: 8-d common nail s spaced at 4" 
Sheathing Joints: T&G with 1/1 6" gaps 
Slip Modulus: k = 35,000 lb/in 
Test sequence 
1. Loaded at row 07 with 6P = 250 up to 
P = 1000 lbs. Repeated twice . 
2 . Cyclic loading with load from 20 to 800 
lbs. Ramp function wi th T = 80 sec ., 
sustained for 850 cyc les 
3. Cyclic loading with load from Oto 800 
1 bs . Ramp fun ct ion with T = 40 sec., 
sustained for 750 cycles 
4. Loaded at 07 with 6P = 100 up to P = 1500 
l bs . 




























0 O 0 
(a). Deflection Profile at 500 I bs. 








- Computed w/ 2 gaps 
-·- Joist alone 
0 Measured 
1/ 
o------'-----..J.-----..__ ___ __._ ____ _ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 .4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b ). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.40. Beam Verification - Tl3-8D16-l 

























(a). Deflection Profile at 500 lbs. 





- Computed w/ 2 gaps 
-·- Joi st alone 
0 Measured 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b ). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.41. Beam Verification - Tl3-8D16-l 
J02 with Gaps 













A B C 
r:: - 4'-o'' --I• 4'-d'--•--1•- 4'-o"-~I ~- ----------- 12' - 0 11 ---------------
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen: 
Joist: 2xl2 Douglas fir 
JOI DW-S-12-21 E 6 = l.883xl06 psi JOI DW-S-12-23 E = l.715xl0 
Sheathing: 1/2" D.F. Plywood 
A DP-12-02 E.!.= 
5 
psi 2. 563xl05 
B DP-12-02 EJ..= 2.563xl05 psi C DP-12-03 E.L = 2.236x l0 psi 
Connector: 8-d common nails spaced at 8" 
Sheathing Joints: left with 1/16" gaps 








Loaded at row 07 with 6P = 250 UP to 
p = 1500 lbs 
Loaded at row 05 with loads same in 1 
Loaded at row 03 \vi th loads same in 
Loaded at row 07 with Pup to 2000 ]bs. 








0 0.05 -0 

















(a). Deflection Profile at 500 lbs. 




- Computed w/ 2 gaps 
--- Joist alone 
O Measured 
0 .02 0.04 0.06 0 .08 0.1 
Centerline Deflection, m. 
( b ). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.43. Beam Verification - Tl4-12D24-l 



























(a). Deflection Profile at 500 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 
0 
- Computed w/ 2 gaps 
--- Joist alone 
O Measured 
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b ) . Load def I ect ion Behavior 
Figure E.44. Beam Verification - Tl4-12D24-l 












~tiol of particle 
-------- I ----- -- :...::t -- -





A I 1 B 
~ r-- 6 1-01'-___..,.1---- 6 1-0"-----i-:I i..=-------------- 12'- o" --------------.,,t-
roP VIEW 
Description of specimen: 
Joist: 2xl2 Douglas fir (see Tl4-12024-l) 
Sheath ing: 1st layer (see Tl4-12024-l) 













Loaded at row 07 with [1.p = 250 to p = 500 
and [1.p = 500 up to p = 2500 lbs 
Loaded at row 05 with loads same in 1 
Loaded a t row 03 with loads samP. in 
Connector: 1st layer (see Tl4-12D24-l) 
2nd layer 6d cement-coated nails 
spaced at 811 
4. Test to failure: loaded at row 07 with 
[1.p = 500 . JOl cracked at P = 12500 lb s 
and J02 failed at P = 14,000 lbs. 
Sheath ing Joint: 1/16" gap 
Slip Modulus: k = 4500 lb/in (2nd layer) 
k = 60,000 lb/in (1st layer) 






C 0.05 0 -0 

















(a). Deflec1ion Profile at 500 lbs. 




0 / . 
1/ - Computed with gaps -·- Joist alone . 0 Measured 
1/ 
0 .02 0 .04 0.06 0 .08 0.1 
centerline Deflection, in. 
( b ). Load -deflection Behavior 
Figure E.46. Beam Verification - Tl4-12D24-2 
J02 with Gaps 
C 
C 
0 0 .05 -0 
Q) 















(a). Deflect ion Profile at 500 lbs, 
Load at Midspan 
- Computed with gaps 
- ·- Joist alone 
O Measured 
0 ..__ ___ __. ____ __._ ___ .......... ____ ........_ __ ~ 
0 0.02 0.04 0 .06 0 .08 
Center I ine Deflection, in. 
( b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.47. Beam Verification - Tl4-12D24-2 
JOl with Gaps 
0.1 






------------ - --=--=--=--=--=---=- -..;.:-_,:,_ - - -
t 
A B 
I: 4 1-011- ---+--• I . 4'- o" I 21-011 
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen: 












6 E = l.19lxl0
6 E = l.15lxl0 
Plywood 
5 
E_L= 2.22 lxl05 




Connector: 8-d common nails spaced at 811 
Sheathing Joints: left with 1/16" gaps 




:I CROSS SECTION 
Test sequence 
1. Loaded at row 07 with 6P = 250 up to 
P = 750 lb s 
2 . Repeated 1 with 6P = 100 up to P = 600 lbs 
3. Loa<led at row 05 with 6P = IOU up to 
P = 700 lb s 
4. Loaded at row 03 with loads same in 2 . 





















( a). Deflection Profile at 300 I bs . 





100 /Y :// 
1/ 
~ 
/ / - Computed 
1/ - ·-Joist alone 
o Measured 
o ______ __..,___ __________ .,___ _______ _ 
0 0.1 0.2 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b). Load- deflection Behavior 
F(GURE E.49 BEAM VERIFICATION- Tl5-8El9.2- I 























Deflection Profile at 300 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 
~-Computed 
- ·- Joist alone 
o Measured 
13 
o-------___. ______ __. ______ __. __ 
0 0.1 0.2 
Centerline Deflection, m. 
( b). Load-deflection Behavior 
FIGURE E.50 BEAM VERIFICATION- Tl5-8E 19.2- I 
J02 WITH GAPS 
0.3 
0 


















cL~t_gthw·se directi~f particle oard J__ 
I I 
-=--=--=--=- -=--=- ~ -r= -::.. -=- -- ---== - .....:¼ - ==--== =-
A B 1 c 1 D 
=2'-o" •I• 4'-o"--...... l~--- 4'-o"-----~~-· 2'-011~ 
i.,~,___ __________ 12'- o" ------------~-
TOP VIEW 
l+-9.61t- 19.211i 9.61~ 
Sheathing : I I 
~;: 1~::; _  / Li ~ I 
CROSS SECTION 
Descript i on of specimen: Tes t sequence 
Joist : 2x8 Engelmann spruce (see Tl5-8El9 . 2- l) 1. Loaded at row 07 with 6P = 100 up to 
p = 800 lb s 
Sheathing: 1s t l ayer (see T15 - 8El9.2 - l) 
2nd l ayer 1/2'' partic l eboard 2 . Loaded at row 05 with 6P = 200 up to 
A DB -1 2-20 5 EJL= 5. 837xl05 psi B DB- 12-2 1 Lil.= 5 . 44 7xl05 C DB - 12-21 EJJ...= 5 . '1'17x l 05 D DB- 12- 19 
p = 1000 lbs 
3 . Loaded at row 03 with loads same i n 2 
EJL= 5.782x l 0 
Connector: 1st l ayer (see Tl5-8El9 . 2-l) 
4 . Test to failure : loaded at row 07 with 
6P = 500 . JO I failed at P = 4500 l bs . 
2nd l ayer 6-d cement-coated nai l s 
spaced at 6" 
Sheath i ng Joints: l eft wi t h 1/16" and 1/8" gaps 
Sl ip ~odulus: k = 5000 lb/in (2nd layer) 
k = 45,000 l b/in (1st layer) 


























(a). Deflection Profile at 400 lbs. 




-·- Joist alone 
O Measured 
13 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b ). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.52. Beam Verification - Tl5-8El9.2-2 






















(a). Deflection Profile at 400 lbs. 
Load at Midspan 








o------'------"-----....._ ___ ___., ____ ....,J 
0 .5 0 0.1 0 .2 0.3 0.4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
{ b). Load- deflect ion Behavior 
Figure E.53. Beam Verification - Tl5-8El9.2-2 
J02 with Gaps 
Row 01 05 09 13 
Butted joint 
_J_ ,-..------....---+------1----.....--------
"'° ai ,- ------- -----=------=- J02 
------- ---------




-0" -----~~ - 4'-o"- -.a-1 
., __ ,.._ ____________ I 2'- 0 11 ------------
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen: Test 
Joist: 2x8 Engelmann spruce 
J0l 
J02 
EC - S-08 -06 
EK-N-08 -13 
6 
E = l.410xl06 psi E=l . 276xl0 




El-' -1 2-04 
EP-12-04 
EP-12-03 
5 E-L= 2. 287x l05 psi 
E_L= 2. 287xl05 psi Ej_= 2.157xl0 psi 
Connector: 8-d common nails spaced at 8" 
Sheathing Joint s: tightly butted 






Loaded at row 07 with Li P = 200 up to 
P = 800 lb s 
Loaded at row 05 with loads same in 
Loaded at row 03 wit h loads same 1n 
Fig . E.S4 Configuration and Properties of Specimen Tl6-8El9 . 2- l 
I-' 





























(a). Deflection Profile at 400 lbs. 





0 / / 
/ 1/ / / 
/ 1/ / 
/ 
. ,,f/ --- Computed without gaps / 





0 .1 02 0.3 0.4 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
{b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.55. Beam Verification - T16-8E19.2-l 























--... --- - - ---- -----
{a). Deflection Profile at 400 lbs. 










/ 01/ / 
/ 
/ 1/ / 
13 
/ . 
// 1/ --- Computed without gaps -- Computed w/ 2 flexible gaps --- Joist alone 
/ . 0 Measured /y 
/4 . 
o _____ __. _____ ____._ ____ __._ ____ __ 
0.4 0 0 .1 0.2 0 .3 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b ). Load- deflection Behavior 
Figure E.56. Beam Verification - Tl6-8El9.2-l 





05 07 09 
Butted joint 
I J02 --------~--- ----~--------~ :---- ----T--=----
Lengthw,se d1rectron of particleboard I JO 
1 = ==--=-=--=--==-=F-==-=- = ==--=-..=-1=- == ==- -=---=----=--=-~ 
A I B 
13 
Sheathing , ~9.6't-19.2''-t9.6'1 
2nd layer--..... 
I st loyer_,,..~::iE=;:o:;:====:;o:;:=3• 
-r--1 6 1- o"------t-+-t------ 6 1 - o" -----~1 
---= - 12'-o" ____ : 
CROSS SECTION 
TOP VIEW 
Description of specimen: 
Joist: 2x8 E.S. (see Tl6-8El9.2-l) 
Sheathing: 1st layer (see Tl6-8El9.2-l) 





5 E - 4.869xl05 psi E1L= 4. 486xl0 
Connector: 1st layer (see Tl6-8El9 . 2-l) 
2nd layer 6-d common nails 
spaced at 811 , 2 rows per joist 
(Nails not driven into joist) 
Sheathing Joint: tightly butted 
Slip Modulus: k = 3500 lb/in (2nd layer) 
k = 18,000 lb/in (1st layer) 
Test sequence 
1. Loaded at row 07 with 6P = 200 up to 
P = 1000 lbs 
2. Loaded at row 05 with loads same in 1 
3. Loaded at row 03 with loads same 1n 1 
4. Test to failure: loaded at row 07 with 
6P = 500, J02 failed at P = 3400 lbs. 




0 0.2 -0 




























~ 1/· ---Computed without gaps 
/ -- Computed with flexible gaps 
/ -·- Joist alone I . 
/,~ o Measured 
o-------------~-----~-----...1 
0 0.1 0 .2 0.3 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
(b). Load-deflection Behavior 
Figure E.58. Beam Verification - Tl6-8El9.2-2 





























(a). Def lee ti on Profile 
Load at Midspan 
















/ / /6 
/// 1/ -- - Computed without gaps -- Computed with flexible gaps - ·- Joist alone 
o Measured 
~ . /,1/ 
~-
0.1 0.2 0.3 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
( b ). Load-deflection Behavior 
0.4 
Figure E.59 Beam Verification-Tl6-8El9.2-2 J02 with Butted Joints 
APPENDIX F 
FORMULATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 
176 
APPENDIX F FORMULATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 
To formulate the finite element solution technique for the 
mathematical model, the beam is divided into a series of one dimensional 
elements as shown in Fig. F.l. For each element of the beam, the 
deflection y. and the axial displacement u. are approximated by poly-
1 1 
nomials in x. Piecewise linear approximating functions are used for 
the axial deformation and a cubic approximating function is used for 
deflection. 
The potential energy for any element, considering the contributions 
from external load, bending, axial deformations, and interlayer slip, i s 
approximated in terms of the nodal point values for y, dy/dx, and u. 
The variation of the potential energy for a single element can be placed 
in the following form, where J. represents the sum of all the potential 
1 
energy terms for the i th element: 
aJ. = {as}~ [k] {s}. - {as}: { f}. (F.l) 
1 1 1 1 1 
where { s 1. = matrix combining all the generalized displacements 
1 
for y, dy/dx, u, 
{ k }. = stiffness matrix for element i' and 1 
{ f}. = matrix combining all generalized external force 
1 
corresponding to s 
By direct summation of element matrices, the total variation of 
potential energy leads to the general equil i brium equation 
[ K] { S} = { F} (F. 2) 




The nodal point deflection yi' slope dy/dx, and axial displace-
ment u. are obtained by solving Eq. (F.2) for S 
1 
177 
The flow diagram contained in Fig. F.2 depicts the computat i onal 
procedure utilized by a computer program written by Thompson (27) 
using this finite element method based on the mathematical model to 
compute the nodal point deflection. A CDC 6400 65 core computer system 




I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
~ • • • • • • • t I· L 
Node Point Division 
FIGURE F. I FINITE ELEMENT REPRESENTATIONS 
179 
INPUT DATA* 
FORMULATE FOR ELEMENT C kJ i 
ACCOUNT FOR GAPS IN LAYER 
PLACE ELEMENT tkl j INTO SYSTEM CK] 
CORRECT FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
SOLVE FOR {S) IN EQ. (F.2) BY GAUSS ELIMINATION 
OUTPUT: 
S} = GENERALIZED DISPLACEMENTS 
* Input da t a includes numbe r of elements , laye rs, and 
gaps; modulus of elas ticity va lues in bending and 
axia l l oading f or each l ayer; d imensions of each 
l ayer and nodal point c oordina tes ; c onne ctor slip 
modulus , spacing , a nd number of rows ; l o9d level 
and loca tion. 
FIGURE F. 2 FLOW DIAGRAM 
APPENDIX G 
CONVERSION FACTOR FOR PLYWOOD MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
181 
APPENDIX G CONVERSION FACTOR FOR PLYWOOD MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
Because of the orthotropic nature of wood and the orthogonal 
orientation of the adjacent plies of the plywood, the mechanical prop-
erties in the two principal directions are different. A transformed 
cross section must be used to determine the area and moment of inertia 
of the plywood in each direction. A parameter, k*, which converted 
the gross modulus of elasticity values valid for bending to gross 
modulus of elasticity values valid for axial load can be determined. 
The computation of k* is presented below, along with the k* values for 
various plywood species and thicknesses are listed in Table G.l. 
and 
where 








CE ) - MOE for axial load based on gross dimension of the gr a -
material, 
(Egr)b = MOE for bending based on gross dimension of the 
material, 
182 
I = the moment of inertia of the material based on 
gr 
gross dimension, 
A = gross cross section of the material, gr 
Et = true MOE of the material based on the transformed 
section, 
I = moment of inertia based on the transformed section, tr 
A = transformed cross section area. tr 
It is to be noted that the transformed cross section is based on 
the veneer in which the grain direction is subjected to bending. 
Table G.1 Conversion Factor for Plywood 
Plywood Nominal Face grain Atr Agr I tr 
Species Thickness Direction in2 in2 in4 
in 
Douglas 1/2 l.. 3.060 6.0 0.0183 
fir 
1/2 JL 3.060 6.0 0.1072 
3/4 J_ 4.563 9.0 0.1301 
3/4 .JL 4.435 9.0 0.2682 
Engelmann 1/2 J_ 2.641 6.0 0.0120 
Spruce 1/2 1L 2.641 6.0 0.0781 
3/4 l.. 2. 728 9.0 0.0794 
3/4 .J.L 3.998 I 9.0 0.2105 
J_ = face grain perpendicular to direction of bending 





0.1 25 0. 594 7 
0.422 1.6445 
0.4 22 0. 7754 
0.125 4.585 
0.125 0.7045 
0.422 1. 6110 
0.422 0.8906 
APPENDIX H 
DATA FROM T-BEAM WITH MANUFACTURED JOISTS 
'ipPc i men 
!J ,,. 
I ., 
i ___ __ _ 
h 
~ 







" In in. 
APPENDIX H 
DATA FROM T-BEAM WITH MANUFACTURED JOISTS 
Table H.l. Properties of Manufactured Specimens 
Properties l' l nn~c Propcrt i e~ .. • 
"1 2 t h I: r. r.rpsl 
in. Rr p~i in. in. 
k* 
Tvpc 
- . ---·---·-· _.,. __ --- ·. -- --·- ··· - ----- ------··----
2M 2ll . 93(, 1.44Rxl n6 . 594 12 400,000 l . 054 
----- -·---
2~4 20 .936 t.5nx106 . 594 12 400,000 1.054 
2R4 20 . 936 1.511x10
6 
.5'14 12 400,000 1 . 054 
··--·- -·- --
2R4 20 .!H6 l.623xl0
6 
, 594 12 400,000 1.054 
l!! R 10 1 .513 I. 50!.lxlO'' .594 12 400,000 1 . 0!.'1 
1 R8 10 1.513 I. 358x 10
6 
. 594 12 400,000 1 . 0~•1 
. -- . . -- - ---·- ·---- - ------- -- - - - .... -- . -------- . --- · ··-- ... . .... 
IR 8 10 l.513 1. 509xl06 . 594 12 400,000 1.054 
-
188 10 I. 513 I. 5 71x 10
6 
. 594 12 400,000 1.054 
-·---
92 10 I .S13 .916xto6 .594 12 400,000 1 . 054 
-- ·---- ---- - · - --- · 
Y2 10 I. 513 . 816xl06 . 594 12 400,000 1 .054 
1. b ca lculated to make equivalent tran s formed I correct for h given. 
Calcul ate<l from 1' -ti plot s provided for loadjng of joist assembly only. 
Nai l ccl 
( 8-J) 
Gluc-
Na i lcJ 
r.111c-




Na i l c J 
( R-tl) 
1;1uc-
Nn i I cd 
. . 
C.luc-
Na i l r J 
r.1uc-
N,1i lc ·<I 
r.1ue-
Nai led 




C:u 11 ocl." ll11" l' rup • rl ie~ 
Es tj ,uatc,I k Sp,1l I r,i: "' 








- - -- · 
.!ldtlll 12 







35 000 12 
-----· ---- ... . ·- . 
35000 12 
- - -------- - ---- -- -· 












--- Computed with gaps 
-- Joist alone 
o Measured 
1000 
0 L.-____ ...__ ___ ......_ ___ __._ ___ ,____..__ __ ____, 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Centerline Deflection, in. 

















--- Computed v;ithout gaps 
- ·- Computed with gaps 
~ Joist alone 
o Measured 
0.3 0.4 0.5 
Centerline Deflection, in. 
0.6 
FIGURE H.2 BEAM VERIFICATION - MANUFACTURED JOIST NO. 5 













- - - Computed without gaps 
- ·- Computed with ga!)s 
- Joi st alone 
· o Measured 
o - -_._ ___ _._ ___ ...._ ___ .._ __ ___._ __ ~ 
0 0.1 0 .2 0 .3 0.4 0 .5 0 .6 
Centerline Deflection, in. 



















/ 0 / 
I . 
// I . 
I~~ I . 
/ ~ 
/ , -- - Computed without gaps 
I ~ 
- ·- Computed with ~ops 
-- Joist o!cne 
/ , o M!:osurod 
1Jf 
/.// 
/ t , 
0 __ __J ____ __.._ __ .,___ _ __._ _ ____ ......__ _ ~ 
0 0.02 0.0<'.. 0.0'3 0.08 0.10 0 .12 
Centerline Oefls~ticn, in. 
FIGUHE H.4 BEAM VER!FfC,\TION - MANUFACTURED JOIST NO. 10 
(GLUE-NAILED SPECIMEN) 
